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Pericodical trade
still underdiscussionl
The possible trade of 90 of the
University library's bound
periodicals for their microfilm
equivalent has been shelved until the University decides If
there is a legitimate contract for
that trade, Provost Michael R.
Ferrari said yesterday.
"The question is whether there
is a bonafide contract," Ferrari
said, referring to the continuing
discussions between the University's legal counsel and the firm
that would receive the
periodicals, Educo International
Services, Valhalla, N.Y.
However, he would not comment on whether the University
is attemptimg to break the
Sept.4 deal made by Library
Dean Dwight Burlingame.
The Faculty Senate Executive
Committee met Oct. 25 with Ferrari to air faculty concerns that
arose after details of the trade
were disclosed.
Senate President Thomas L.
Kinney issued an Oct. 26
memorandum to the faculty to
assure it that the University was
acting in its best interests.
Discussion of the possible
trade is on today's Senate
meeting agenda.
Ferrari also would not
speculate on when a decision
will be reached.

elsewhere
WASHINGTON - Members of
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission told Congress Monday
that no new nuclearplants will
be licensed until safety Issues
are resolved. Page 12.

inside
FEATURES-Jefferson Starshipo appeared in Anderson
Arena Saturday night, launching
a new tour. Review, Page 5.

weather
Cloudy with a chance of
showers. High 50F (IOC), 30 percent chance of precipitation.

Early winter, spring admission closings
reflect tight campus housing situation
by Pam Dalglalsh
copy editor

Almost four months earlier than
usual, the admission of on-campus
students for spring quarter has closed,
according to Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice
provost for institutional planning and
student affairs.
Spring quarter admissions of oncampus students normally close around
February, but because residence halls
almost are filled to capacity, the early
closing was necessary, he said.
Winter quarter admissions of oncampus students closed during the
summer, Eakin added.
FOR THOSE STUDENTS already living on campus, the housing outlook for
winter and spring quarters is good, he
said. He explained that by the end of the
academic year, all stuOents living In
converted lounges will have been
relocated to dormitory rooms vacated
by graduates or students who have
dropped out.
Eakin said the housing situation that
prompted the early spring closing probably has less to do with the number of
new freshmen this year than the admissions office previously thought.

He pointed out that, contrary to
earlier reports, that placed the number
of freshmen as high as 3,000, a total of
3,695 freshmen entered the University
this quarter. That number is only 95
more than 3,600 freshmen the University had expected to enroll this quarter,
he said.
EAKIN SAID the lower figure leads
him to believe that the number of continuing students that requested housing
this quarter, as well as the freshmen
who began in the summer and needed
housing for the fall, Is more responsible
for the shortage than had been thought.
The University Is taking a close look
at the enrollment situation and the
number of upperclassmen who will request on-campus housing next fall,
Eakin said. He added that he foresees a
considerable demand by upperclassmen for on-campus housing.
Eakin said the University has again
set a target enrollment of 3,600
freshmen for next fall, adding that the
University will meet that goal.
JOHN MARTIN, director of admissions, said the University has been accepting applications for the I960 fall
quarter since Oct. 1 and has received

about 500 applications. He noted the
University accepted over 7,000 applications to main campus and Firelands
College last year.
Martin said an estimated 3,400 new
freshmen will live on campus next fall.
In addition, about 225 new students will
begin their studies at the University
during the summer and need fall
quarter housing. About 300 transfer
students also will seek on-campus housing, he said.
Those numbers together mean that
there will be about 100 fewer new
students living on campus next year,
Martin said.
Martin said that last year the University closed its fall quarter admissions
for on-campus students May 11; admissions for commuting students closed
Sept. 1. He added that the CoUege of
Business closed its admissions March 1
because of the demand for its programs.
The closing dates for this year will depend on the number of applications
received in relation to the number of
students that can be accommodated in
the residence halls and classrooms,
Martin said.

Rush:
Sorority pledges down, fraternities up
by Julie Stevens
staff reporter

Fall rush statistics show that men
pledged fraternities 22 percent more
than last year, while women's pledge
rate to sororities is down almost 16 percent.
Sorority pledge count was down 46
from last year's figure of 291, according
to Sue Barker, Panhellenic Council adviser.
It is not known for sure why the
number of pledges have dropped, she
said, but the situation is being examined.
"We're supposing it's the length of
time of rush," she explained, saying
that Panhel has proposed shortening
rush period to one week instead of the
present two-weeks.
"IT COULD be due to miscommunication during rush," Barker said
of the lower pledge number, and that
rushees may not know exactly what
happens during rush.
The sorority agenda for formal rush
calls for a set of four parties for each of

Big turnout expected at polls
The Wood County Board of Elections is gearing up for what is believed will be
a big voter turnout today.
The board's voter registration for the county is at an all time high with about
50,000 registered, Board of Elections Director Connie Hillard said yesterday.
There are about 11,500 voters in Bowling Green, including about 1,600 voters at
the University.
Hillard said there were 33,000 voters two years ago and that the board expects
just as many this year, adding that the figure is "good for an off-year election."
She admitted that the figure for voters is taken from records that are four
years old and may not realistically reflect the number of persons who have
moved or who have lost their qualifications to vote by moving.
Polling places will be open 6:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m. Off-campus students should
check which ward and precinct they are registered to vote.
Following is a list of polling places:
Ward 1A - Ridge Street School
Ward IB - Ridge Street School
Ward 1C - Northeast Commons
Ward ID - Armory, East Wooster Street
Ward IE - ARmory, East Wooster Street
Ward IF - Crim Street School
Ward 2A - South Main Street
Ward 2B - South Main Street
Ward 2C - Crim Street School
Ward 2D - South Main Street
Ward 2E - Crim Street School
Ward 2F - Crim Street School
Ward 3A - Junior High School
Ward 3B - Kenwood School
Ward 3C - Red Cross Building
Ward 3D - Red Cross Building
Ward 3E - Peace Lutheran Church
WArd 3F - Peace Lutheran Church
Ward 4A - Public Library
Ward 4B - Public Library
WArd 4C - Conneaut School
Ward 4D - Conneaut School
Ward 4E - Senior High School
Ward 4F - Conneaut School

the 12 chapters. All rushees must attend
every chapter's first party, which is 20
minutes long and scheduled over a
period of three days, she said.
After first parties, rushees may attend only those second parties to which
they have been invited by a chapter.
Rushees list their preferences of those
chapters, Barker said, but may not exceed the limit of eight parties that are
scheduled over two days and last 40
minutes each.
Women invited back for a third party
may only list four preferences for
sororities. These parties are an hour
and 15 minutes long and take place during a two-day period.
"FORMAL DESSERTS, or last parties, are scheduled over a three-day
period and the women who receive invitations for these may attend only two
parties. Barker said.
Bid day-the last day of formal rushtakes place when sororities choose their
pledges. Women are placed in
sororities by "bid matching," or matching a pledge's first preference with a
chapter's choice.
When listing preferences for a sorority after final parties, some women try a
technique called "suiciding," a practice of listing only one sorority to which
she wants to pledge, Barker said.
Suiciding happens every year, she
said, although she does not know how
often.
"WE STRONGLY discourage putting
down one choice," she said, "because

this cuts chances in half of making a
sorority."
Chi Omega pledge Diane Frazier was
one who suicided and was not chosen to
pledge.
"It made me feel awful that I went
through all that crap, and I didn't make
it," Frazler said.
Although she wasn't chosen to pledge
Chi Omega during formal rush, Frazier
said she did pledge during informal
rush, which begins as soon as formal
rush is over.
"I was really kind of confused," she
said of the chapter's decision to let her
pledge during informal rush. "I had to
adjust and it was really hard."
ACCORDING TO Chi Omega's rush
chairman Janice May, the reason a
woman is turned down during formal
rush and then asked to pledge during informal rush is because of the 25-woman
quota set for formal rush.
"We still want that girl," she said,
"but she didn't make the first 25."
Quotas are determined by the
number of women at the formal parties
and are set because "it gives more
rushees a better opportunity to pledge
somewhere," Barker said, explaining
that because of the quotas, rushees are
apt to look Into more than one sorority.
Melody Davis, Alpha Xi Delta pledge,
was one who suicided and was chosen to
pledge.
continued on pay* 4

staff photo by Tim Wssthovtn
Students waited In Una at the Union from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. yester
day for numbered stubs to buy tickets for the upcoming Michael
Stanley Band concert. The line extended out the front of the Union
by the time the stubs were passed out at 5 p.m. A total of 910 stubs
ware distributed for the concert, set for Nov. 15 In the Grand
Ballroom, Union.

University freshman seeks mayoral post
no way he can do an effective job in the
time frame he has," Heft explained.
But Shumaker said because the
mayor's post is a part-time job, he
would be able to run the Henry County
seat's government while attending the
University.
"I'll only have classes four days a
week, so my evenings and all other
times will be free," Shumaker said.
"They could always reach me in case of
an emergency here."

by Rick Rlmelspach
•taff reporter

It is not easy for a student to commute 56 miles round-trip a day to his
university for a full load of classes. It Is
not any easier when that student is
campaigning to be mayor of his
hometown.
Gale Shumaker, a freshman political
science major, Is running against Incumbent Robert Heft for the office of
mayor in Napoleon because "I love
politics. I couldn't wait to get involved."
The 18-year old Republican did not
wait long. Shumaker took out petitions
for mayor the day after the 1978 general
election when he was 17 years old. He
filed the signed petitions with the board
of elections in January and has been
campaigning ever since.
DESPITE HIS AGE and relative Inexperience, Shumaker has found that
voters and his opponent have taken him
seriously.
"Everyone I've met thinks It's Just
great that I'm running. Most people say
age is not that Important. I really
haven't received any negative reaction," Shumaker said.

Gala Shumaker

Shumaker's opponent, two-term
Democrat Heft, said he Is not taking his
youthful challenger for granted. But the
mayor added he believes time, not age,
will decide the election.
"PEOPLE HAVE nothing against
Ms age. But they have to look at how
much time he would be able to devote
the office to do an effective Job. There is

CLASSES HAVE cut into Shumaker's
campaigning time. On the eve of the
election last night, Shumaker couldn't
even try some last-second politicking
because he had a chemistry exam.
But despite not being able to devote
as much time as he would have liked to
campaigning, Shumaker is optimistic
about the election.
"I think it will be close. No one is going to run away with it," Shumaker
said.
The campaign was described by
Shumaker as "low-key" and Heft as
"lackluster." Both candidates noted a
lack of issues in the campaign, as
Shumaker has been running on a platform of the need for a more active and
aggressive mayor.

"I WOULD TRY to bring more industry into Napoleon and generally promote its growth more," Shumaker said.
Heft claimed that he has done Just
that, because Napoleon is the third
fastest growing city in Ohio with less
than 10,000 persons.
Shumaker said he has learned a lot In
his first try for public office.
'I'VE LEARNED that everyone has
their own best interests in mind, so to
get their votes, you have to try to make
everyone happy. That's not easy," he
noted.
In addition, Shumaker said he has
found politics "to be dirty at times,"
although he said the campaign hasn't
been too messy.
"There has been some sign-stealing
and a few people have said some bad
things about me, but it hasn't been too
bad," Shumaker said.
He admits he was encouraged to run
by the success of Craig Myers, an
18-year-old elected mayor of liberty
Center in Henry County in 1975.
Even if Shumaker loses, he says he
won't be discouraged.
"I'll be back the next time. I might
try for a dty council seat, or I might
run for mayor again."

Applause, Applause: No profits for oil company
WASHINGTON - They had a big
celebration at Ashland Oil Co. last
week. While other companies were
forced to report windfall profits,
Ashland had to announce a downturn
for the third quarter from the previous
year.
When a top Ashland executive told
the directors that profits had declined
by 14.5 percent everyone in the room
applauded.
"How on earth did we do it?" a board
member wanted to know.

"Exxon must be burning up,"
another director said. "By being down
14 percent we now have the best public
image in the country. No one can call us
obscene. We're very proud of management for our lousy showing."

"I GUESS we're just lucky," the executive replied. "We have no overseas
operations and that's where the big
money came from for the other oil companies."

"WE CANT take all the credit, sir,"
the executive replied. "You see we had
two hurricanes and this really hurt our
construction division. Then our coal
operation had gone to the dogs. Also,

focus
Art Buchwald

since we don't produce crude, we've
had to replenish our inventories. Compared to the other oil companies I would
say we've had a miserable year."
"You're being too modest," another
board member said. "It takes ingenuity
for an oil company not to show any
windfall during this period. I got a call
from the White House yesterday congratulating us. The President said if
everyone did as badly as we did, he
wouldn't have any problems decontrolling oil."
The executive said, "I'm being bombarded with calls from the other oil
companies accusing us of publicizing
our losses just to make them look
greedy. They're boiling mad."
"That's just too bad," someone said.

"They should have thought of that
before they started raking in all that
money. Exxon, Texaco and Gulf are being portrayed in the press as the
highway robbers of America. At least
everyone from Ashland can look at
himself in the mirror when he shaves in
the morning."
"I'LL SECOND that," another board
member said. "The Seven Sisters oil
companies are jealous of us because we
refused to make windfall profits. They
would like to be in our spot, but they
don't have the know-how."
The Ashland executive said, "The only people who seem to be questioning
our relatively poor showing are our
stockholders."

"I don't think that's a big problem.
You can't put a price on the goodwill
that we engendered last week. When someone sees an Ashland logo in front of a
station, they know that we're not rippi ing them off."
"I understand about hurricanes and
the coal mines," a board member said.
"But surely there must be other
reasons we're not rolling in petro
dollars."
THE EXECUTIVE said, "The real
big money in oil comes from production. The companies that have their
own oil wells can fiddle and faddle and
get $30 or t40 for a barrel on the spot
market in Europe. Those of us without
our own crude have to count our profits

in pennies."
"Well, let's keep it that way," a board
member said. "Let the other guys face
the wrath of the American people. We'll
sit back and enjoy our piddling gains in
style. I propose the board give our
management team a vote of confidence
for what they have done in the last
quarter, and urge them to keep the profit picture as bleak as possible for the
coming fiscal year."
The board voted unanimously to pass
the resolution.
The Ashland executive was so moved
that all he could say was "You won't be
sorry for your trust. The day this company makes a windfall is the day that I
resign."

opinion
Publications study:
task long overdue
At last the administration is attempting to solve the major
headaches concerning the six major publications at the University.
Without fail, every year brings about concern, frustration and
outrage concerning the existence of The Key, The Obsidian, The
Gavel, The BG News, Syzygy and The Lamp. Until now, only temporary solutions have been offered, but now a final answer appears in sight.
On Oct. 11, President Hollis A. Moore Jr. assigned a committee
to study the problems of student publications. Specifically, the
committee is to submit a written recommendation on the following points:
1.) Whether or not any need exists for changes in the basic legal
or philosophical posture of the University toward its publications;
2.) Whether or not the various funding methods for the University publications should be maintained or modified in some way;
3.) Whether or not the University Publications Committee
should continue in its present form and what its duties should be;
4.) Whether or not the present systems of advisors and budget
administrators for the University publications should be maintained or how they should be changed.
According to Vice President Richard A. Edwards, the formation
of the task force did not follow any one particular incident; rather
it was the culmination of several problems that regularly faced
each publication.
University publications have been existing in the state of limbo
for too long. The old guidelines that once defined the role of
University publications have changed, and the University must
update its standards accordingly.
While the task force will only make suggestions to Moore, the
formation of the committee reflects a concern long overdue.

\m THE EOS 60 OUT ANP FOUGH THEM UP <\ LHTLH i'

letters
Supports former mayor Bartlett
The city mayoral race is too close for
me to remain passive after reading the
inadequate endorsement of Alvin
Perkins for mayor in the Nov. 2 issue of
The News. Having been a resident of
Bowling Green for the last 10 years, I
feel The News had irresponsibly endorsed Alvin Perkins for mayor.
Specifically, The News stated in their
endorsement that under Perkins administration, the city has a solid financial rating, which it does. What they did
not state was that it was former Mayor
Chuck Bartlett's fiscal expertise that
put the city in such favorable financial
position to begin with.
Second The News credits Perkins
with the $19 million federal EPA grant
for the new waste water treatment
plant when again their investigative
reporting overcited that Chuck Bartlett
started cutting the red tape on this pro-

ject years ago when he was on city
council and as our mayor.
Third The News believes that Perkins
has maintained an adequate
"open-door policy" between the city administration and the University student
body. The truth is that Chuck Bartlett is
the only candidate running for mayor
who has actively sought student opinion
by meeting with student leaders on a
regular basis. Mayor Perkins attitude
is that he is available if any students
want to talk to him. On that basis alone
I would call The News endorsement of
Mayor Perkins irresponsible.
Another issue, perhaps the most important one, overlooked or nonreported
by The News is the formal education
received by the candidates for mayor. I
would assume that the more formal
education a politician has, the more
knowledge he has to aid in decision

making which enhances his performance. My point is that Chuck Bartlett
is the only candidate with any formal
education beyond high school. He
received a degree In business administraUon in 1949 from BGSU.
Electing an undereducated candidate
to the position of mayor, a position
whose character is representative of
the city, would be a mockery of what
Bowling Green, Ohio stands for - a
cultural center in the midst of com
fields. Let's have the corn in the fields
and elect an educated, experienced
man who has proven his ability in our
city government for over IS years. This
taxpaying college student heartily, and
responsibly, endorses Chuck Bartlett
for mayor.
Paul Sposato
On-Campm Mailbox S24S

Students are rude to speaker
Never before have I seen such irresponsible, disgusting obnoxious, uncalled for, rude, crude, childish, (shall I
go on?) behavior of University students
like I did last Wednesday night.
I am referring to the responses of the
presentation given by Karla LaVey,
High Priestess of the California Church
of Satan, in the Grand Ballroom of the
Union Halloween night. I was appalled
at the behavior of the majority of
students gathered. I've seen more wellbehaved grade schoolers at a pep rally.
Honestly, I was really shocked by the
behavior of 20-year-old supposedly
educated adults.
I felt like going up to LaVey after the
presentation and apologizing for the inexcusable conduct presented. I thought
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As far as I'm concerned, there were
many hypocrites at that presentation.
I hope in the future University
students will listen, act more grown-up
and practice self-control. Only then are
we truly acting educated,
and I had to laugh in disgust at their
behavior. I am not a practicing Christian nor am I a follower of Satan. I am
an interested student and I do believe in
listening to what others have to say. I
believe education is mostly listening
and that is not what University students
were doing. They were only hearing,
not listening and there is a difference.
Meg Wienbicki
402 Offenhauer East
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University students were more mature
and dignified but they showed their true
colors and I am ashamed to admit I was
part of that crowd.
I attended the presentation because 1
thought it would be interesting and it
was, from what I could hear from it.
Many Anti-Satanists were chanting,
"Burn the witch" and others yelling out
insults and accusations.
Not only Is that disrespectful but very
immature. The woman had something
to say and I wanted to hear it. From
what I did hear, she made some very
good points and interesting comments
that even the Jesus freaks couldn't
argue with. Even so-called followers of
Christ heckled her; whatever happened
to "love thy enemy!?"
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If you would like to comment on something in The
News or anything of student
interest, write to The News.
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portions of letters that are in
bad taste, malicious or
ubelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor. The BG
News, 106 University Hall.
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briefs.
Reminder for
December grads
Any student who plans to graduate
in December who has not filled out
an application for graduation form
In the Office of Registration and
Records should do so Immediately.

Exit loan interviews

All student* with National
Defense-Direct Student loans, nursing student development loans who
are graduating or leaving the
University after fall quarter should
contact the student loan collection
office at 372-0112 to make an appontment for an exit Interview.

Rummage sale at
Fairgrounds

A rummage sale Is being held
from 1:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. today
through Friday and next Monday
through Friday at the Wood County
Senior Citizens Center at the Wood
county Fairgrounds. Clothes for
men, women and children and
various craft items are on sale.

Interviews for
camp jobs
The Toledo Area Boy Scouts of
America will Interview at the
University Nov. 14 for summer
camp positions, including director
positions In aquatics, ecology, archery, rifle range and crafts. Interested students should contact the
Student Employment Office, 460 Student Services Bldg., 372-0252.

Business grammar
workshop
Registration is due Thursday for
an all-day workshop titled "Business
Grammar Revue," to be held beginning at 8 a.m. Nov. 12 in the Alumni

Room, Union. Directed by Dr. Alice
Helm Calderonello, University
associate professor of English, and
Kathy Harg, coordinator of the
University's general studies writing
program, the workshop will focus on
discussions of common writing problem-s.
Fee for the workshop is $55, which
includes lunch, breaks and all
materials. Fees are not refundable
unless cancellation Is received by
Friday. For more information or to
register contact the Office of Continuing Education, 372-0181

Ben Wattenberg
to lecture
"Is America Becoming More Conservative?" is the topic of a speech
to be given by political commentator
and social critic Ben Wattenberg at 8
p.m. today in the Grand Ballroom,
Union.
Wattenberg has for the past two
years hosted the nationally broadcast television series "In Search of
the Real America." He currently is
working on a new PBS television
series examining trends of the 1980s
in America and is finishing his book,
"The Wealth Weapon." His lecture,
sponsored by the Center for
Research on Social Behavior, is free
and public.

Coffee Hour
time change
The World Student Association's
International coffee Hour has been
changed to 1:30-3:30 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays in 17
Williams Hall.

patronize

our

Regional Nursing
Workshop
"Assessment of the Premature Infant: Antepartum, Intrapartum,
Postpartum" will be discussed at
the 1979 Northwest Ohio Regional
Nursing Workshop from 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. Thursday at the Bowling
Green Holiday Inn.
Topics to be discussed include
prenatal diagnosis and management, current trends In preterm infants, public health nurses and
perinatal interface and others. For
information contact Carolyn McChesney, 1033 Devlac Grove Dr.

Blizzard of 78
photo albums
A soft-bound book featuring nearly
100 photographs taken in Wood
County during the blizzard of
January 1978 is being published by
the University Friends of the
library. "A Photo Albus of the Blizzard of '78" can be purchased now
for the pre-publication price of $8 until Dec. 1, when it will be sold for
$8.95 by the Friends of the Library.
The bookstore price will be $9.95.
To order a book, send a check,
made payable to the Bowling Green
State University Friends of the
library, to the Dean's Office,
University library.
Books may be picked up between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. at the dean's office,
204. Library, after Dec. 1. Books will
be mailed at an added cost of $1 a
book for postage.
Proceeds from the sale of the
books will be used to support possible future publications devoted to
local history and to buy additional
materials for the library.

advertisers

City may receive total of $150,000
for renovation of Old Post Office
by Kalth Jameson
staff reporter

A (75,000 grant the city received for
the renovation of the Old Post Office
into a new Senior Citizens Center and
new legislation took up most of the 45minute City Council meeting last night.
Municipal Administrator Wesley K.
Hoffman said that the city also is expecting another 175,000 grant by April
1980 for the center.
Both grants should pay for about half
of the renovation costs. Renovation
should be done by late fall of 19(0,
Hoffman said.
Council
Secretary
Winifred
Gallenstein read correspondence from
Dorothea Barker, Wood County Senior
Citizens Administrator, congratulating
the city on the Ohio Commission on
Aging grant.
HOFFMAN ALSO reported that
Wooster Street-Camel Hill Road improvements should start Wednesday,
weather permitting. The Brat improvements will be the painting of turn
lanes on the north side of the street.

Robert Sorgenfrei, director of
Municipal Utilities, said one ordinance,
which was later passed by council,
requesting $4,500 for the dredging of a
raw water Intake pump at the Maumee
River Water Treatment Plant was
necessary because silt and debris
collect at the intake pump during a
period of time.
He added that the pumps needed to be
dredged in order to keep the flow of
water consistent.
ALTHOUGH THE dredging is
mandatory, no money was allocated
earlier for the upkeep, making the
ordinance
request
necessary,
Sorgenfrei said.
Another ordinance passed by council
was a measure to establish fees for
recreational activities and setting
guidelines for such fees to be
established.
City Attorney Pat Crowley said the
ordinance would not change the amount
of money appropriated to the Parks and
Recreation Board, but would allow
them a little more freedom when

making updates to council.
THE ORDINANCE would require the
Parks and Recreation Board to go
before council with fees updates twice a
year.
Council also authorized the Board of
Public Utilities to advertise for
'•imicals for the calender year 1980.
The chemicals are needed for the waste
water treatment plant and the water
treatment plant.
Sorgenfrei noted that the Municipal
Utilities will be opening five waste
water treatment contract bids Dec. 18
and 20 in council chambers.
MAYOR AI.VIN L. Perkins, taking a
break from his campaign for reelection, said his administration will
look into the possibility of establishing
an outdoor ice skating area for the
city's youth.
Council also recommended that the
city start the process for issuing liquor
permits to Pizza Hutch, 106 N. Main St.,
and Revco Drug Store, 1135 S. Main St.

Program to strike at boredom
by Daspina Kartaon
wire editor

about leisure activities by either talking with them or administering an
Interest-finder exam.

It's 7 p.m., Friday, no dates have
come through and there is absolutely
nothing to do on campus. Ever felt like
that?
Many students have and the School of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation (HPER) is doing something
about leisure time boredom.
Mary D. Blanton, chairman of
recreation and dance in the school of
HPER, and Debi WUes, senior recreation major, have put together a leisure
counseling program to be offered to
students beginning tomorrow.
"The program's basic goal is to help
students find satisfying leisure-time
pursuits and help them with activity information that's available in the city of
Bowling Green," said Wiles.
WILES IS A leisure counselor who
will assist students with their decisions

Wiles said the interest finder is for
students who want individualized attention. The exam will Inquire about now
much money a student is willing to pay
for activities, times available, clubs or
orgainzations he belongs to and
transportation.
When these questions are answered
and test scores are compiled, the
leisure counselor will explain to the student where his interests lie.
Blanton said they hope to extend the
program to a 50-mile radius of Bowling
Green.
She said the idea of a leisure counseling program came up during discussions with Dr. Ben McGuire director of
the Student Recreation Center.
"WE EXPRESSED a desire to have
some leisure counseling for those

students who have a problem identifying what they want to do with their
leisure time or are not successful with
their freetime activities on campus,"
Blanton said.
Blanton, who had some experience
with leisure counseling at Indiana
University, contacted Wiles and began
modifying some of the existing tools in
the field of leisure counseling to fit the
University student.
The leisure counseling office will be
located on the first floor of the rec
center. Office hours will be Monday 4-5
p.m., Tuesday 9-11 a.m., Wednesday
8-10 p.m., Thursday 4-5 p.m. and Friday
1:30-3:30 p.m.
Students who wish to participate in
the individualized leisure counseling
should make an appointment to see
Wiles, but all others interested in finding out what activities are available to
them on campus may stop at the office
during office hours.

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
OPPORTUNITIES!
Tonight, November 6, 6:00 p.m., representatives from
CLEVELAND METROPARKS will be on campus to talk with
students interested in the following Cooperative Education positions:

Interpretive Naturalist-background in natural sciences

e

,oVs P»25
dress
nfl

b\ovJsesi

\rs.

oazrt»

Wildlife Management-background in environmental studies or biology
Photojournalist-background in photography and strong writing ability

6-00p.m.-7:00p.m.Genera|presentationby
Cleveland Metroparks Personnel

7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

Informal Discussion for
Interested Students

For those times when only
something
special will do. Come ta Sal's Place
where
the selection of high flying fashion
blouses is terrific. Choose from
open collar styles with ties,
or an open collar style
with 2 pockets.
Polyester in crisp,
clean white, for that
special spark in your
wardrobe. S-M-L. S22-S25.

These positions, available through the Cooperative Education Program,
involve a two-quarter placement with an earning potential of:

$120-week,

first quarter

$130-week,

second quarter

All interested students are invited to attend this meeting This Evening,
November 6, at 6:00 p.m. in the Campus Room of the Union

For more imformation, contact your advisor or call the
Cooperative Education Program Office,
Room 220 Administration Building, 372-2451.

LASALLE-S
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rush

from peg* 1

"I felt pretty good about getting In
(the •orortty)," she said.
DAVIS SAID she would not have
pledged again If she was turned down
because she didn't want to be rejected.
"I would've felt bad, but It wouldn't
have ruined my quarter," she said.
With quota set at 25 for formal rush, a
maximum number of 95 members is set
for each chapter, according to Barker.
Maximum size also Is set to keep one or
two sororities from dominating and for
a sorority to be able to "keep touch"
with all its members, which is not possible in a larger chapter.
If a chapter reaches Its member limit
during formal rush, it cannot hold an informal rush the rest of the year, or until
some members graduate, Barker said.
SHE SAID that an informal rush is
not scheduled like formal rush.

Sororities may begin Informal rush as
soon as formal rush has ended. They
may continue until the 95-member limit
has been reached and may conduct
rush anyway they want.
According to Zeta Tau Alpha's (ZTA)
Mil stint rush chairman Debbie Rlggs,
three chapters failed to make the
25-pledge quota this fall: ZTA, Alpha
Delta PI (ADPi), and Kappa Delta
(KD).
Rlggs attributed the subnormal
pledge number partly to the chapter's
off-campus location at the Haven House
Apartments, and partly to the fact that
some girls cut ZTA's second party Invitations.
"I don't know why It happened,"
Riggs said. "It's usually not a problem."
BEING A small chapter, she said,
ZTA cannot participate In some ac-

tivities such as parties with some of the
fraternities. She thinks that hampers
ZTA's pledge size.
ADPI's rush chairman Linda Cook
associated her sorority's small pledge
number to the formality of rush.
"We're more of an informal and
casual type of house," Cook said, adding that the ADPI's have an informal
rush as compared to the "stereotyped
sorority rushes."
"We expect to get our biggest pledge
group In our winter open rush," she
said.
YET KITS house president Candy
Moore did not attribute her sorority's
small rush to any particular factor,
saying that the chapter is "not trying
for numbers."
"I don't think it's important that we
didn't (make quota)," Moore said, exalning that "It's just a mutual thing;"

If the members like the rushee, and
vice-versa, KD will ask her to join.
Fraternities had a total of 243 pledges
this year, compared to last year's
figure of 199. Unlike sororities, they do
not have formal rush.
"At one time we did have formal rush
around 196M9," Wayne Colvin, Interfraternity Council Advisor, said.
"They (fraternities) felt informal
rush would be more effective," he said.
"I'M STRONGLY opposed to formal rush for fraternities," he said. "I
think with an informal rush the small
chapters nave as good a chance as the
big chapters."
"They could go out and gel people
quicker and faster than some people,"
he added. "This fall, the smaller houses
did better than the bigger fraternities."
Shaun McLain, a Delta Upsilon
pledge, likes the way fraternities

operate during rush.
"I like it to be pretty much unstructured," McLain said. "I don't think I'd
like formal rush, because sometimes I
wouldn't be able to make it to the parties."
HE SAID fraternity rush parties have
an informal, social-type atmosphere.
Members tell a prospective pledge the
good things about the house, he said,
allowing him to weigh that against what
he has heard elsewhere, and then
decide if he likes that house.
He also likes not having a maximum
size limit for fraternities.
'it's not like we have to turn people
away," he saia. "We can take people in
any time we want."
Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge Joel
McGaughey also likes the informal

structure of fraternity rush.
"I think the way the guys do it is a lot
better," he said. "You're not forced into anything."
AT FRATERNITY rushes, he explained, rushees can come to parties in
jeans and "be more relaxed," unlike
sorority rush where more formal dress
is required.
He wouldn't like to have a structured,
formal rush like sororities, because
"guys have a tendency of not liking to
get dressed up.
"We're here to be on our own," he added.
McGaughey said he visited most of
the houses two or three times until he
narrowed his choices down to two. He
explained that if a house likes a person
it will keep inviting him back until the)
ask him to pledge.

IF YOU LIVE ON CAMPUS

TODAY AT NORTHEAST COMMONS
6:30AM TO 7:30PM

The Choice is Yours....
D

Progress with Fiscal Integrity

° A Positive Program For for Building
A Better Bowling Green
D

An Open Door Policy

D

Professionalism in City Affairs

° Proven Leadership
Mayor Perkins Puts Opinions Into Action.
1. Maintains an open door policy so any student can talk to any City official.
2. Appointed students to City Boards and
Commissions.
3. Supported sidewalks for South College
Drive where many students walk.
4. Supported repaving of East Wooster
Street at minimal cost to City.
5. Cooperated with BGSU on parking lots,
exchange of real estate for waste-water
treatment plant.
6. Insisted that the new waste-water treatment plant be located East of I-75. Poe

Ditch enclosed from its Western terminus
to Mercer Road.
7. Provided good day to day service with no
increase in taxes.
8. Maintained a spirit of cooperation, not
confrontation with BGSU students.
9. Encouraged a friendly spirit of cooperation between BGSU Security Officers and
City Police Department.
10. Strongly supports BGSU academic,
cultural, athletic and other events.
11. Actively worked on registration and participation of student voters.

Mayor Alvin Perkins

DEMOCRAT
Citizens for Perkins
Bruce Bellard /Sue Crawford
Don Wilcox / Francis Brent
Co-Chairpersons
330 Brigham Lane, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

We Can't Afford Not To
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Students in
Work-Study
Increasing

Jefferson Starship launches new sound
review by Larry Budd

The 1980 model of the Jefferson
Starship introduced their new sound
to Bowling Green Saturday night,
mixing something old with
something new.
Legend surrounding this band is
deeply rooted in the popular culture
of our generation.
But the '60s are long gone and the
70s soon will depart With a new
decade comes a new era of popular
music, and the Starship has changed
with the times.
Airplane addicts got their fix of
tunes from the past. But this band
has something new to say and a new
kind of music to play.
Wild man Cralg Chaquico savagely beat his guitar, picking out
passages that marveled the crowd.
From each riff he seemed to gain the
energy to top it with his next. Collapsing atop a speaker, lunging
about the stage, he alone was worth
the price of admission.
Pete Sears displayed equal talent
on bass and keyboards. Alone on
stage with his bass, he produced
sounds during his solo usually not

More students are participating in
the College Work-Study Program this
year, according to payroll figures
released this week by the University
Student Employment Office.
Ellen Kayser, student employment
director, says 44J students were paid
$24,158 in pay period Oct. 1-14, while
last year, 230 students were paid SI 1,694
during that two-week span.
"We've changed eligibility criteria to
make more students elibigle," Kayser
explains. "Secondly, I think more
students are learning to take advantage
of what the University offers them."
Kayser says that the student employment office promoted the federally
funded program. "We did a lot of
special things," she says, "giving a
push during pre-registrauon to employers to encourage them to hire workstudy students.
"We spent many a night here in the
office calling students up that we knew
were eligible, explaining the program,"
she adds.
To qualify for the program, students
must send in a form to the American
College Testing Services (ACT), which
analyzes the student's needs and sends
a report to his university.
It is on the basis of this need that
students are placed in the work-study
program.
Most of these students work on
campus, Kayser notes. But she adds,
1
'One of the unique features of the workstudy program is we're able to place
students in off-campus, non-profit
places."
She says work-study students from
the University now are involved with
the Easter Seals Society and the Wood
County Commissioner's Office.

associated with this instilment.
The Indian si tar was imitated convincingly. Instantly the mood would
change as powerful runs sprang
from the instrument. In Sears'
hands, the bass became a lead instrument.
Eerie keyboard work highlighted
several selections off the new
album, "Freedom At Point Zero."
Some of the sounds that Sears produced were otherworldly.
The rockclassic "Wooden Ships"
featured lone Starship original Paul
Kantner, keyboard and base player
Dave Freiberg and new vocalist
Mickey Thomas trading the lead and
singing soulful three-part harmonies
like Crosby, Stills and Nash.
Although he has an outstanding
vocal range, Thomas sometimes
seemed unsure of himself. His voice
was reminiscent of the departed
Grace Slick on old tunes, but still his
distinctive influences contributed to
the band's new sound.
Some of the new music was more
mellow than old Airplane or Starship. Other tunes started calmly,
descending with Kantner, Chaquico
and the rest of the band Jamming out

good, solid rock n' roll.
Highly acclaimed drummer
Aynsley Dunbar seemed afraid to go
overboard with the band; however,
this was his first time playing in
front of a large audience with the
Starship.
The turnout of 2,500 was disappointing (UAO needed to sell 3,200 tickets
to break even) and the introduction
of the Belking Brothers' Security
was not pleasant for concertgoers.
Each person was thoroughly frisked
upon entrance, and the guards
generally were rude.
The band battled sound problems
throughout the show. This being the
band's first show, such problems
could be expected.
Band members' reactions to the
concert were mixed. "We were
struggling there for a while," said
Sears. "They haven't heard the new
stuff, which makes it difficult. I
think they liked it at the end."
"I guess we can look forward to
improving," said Freiberg.
If Saturdays performance is any
indication, the Starship is ready for
the 1980s.

photos by Bill Brown

Find it
in the
Classifieds

On the first stop ol their American tour, Jefferson Starship drew
an estimated crowd of 2,200 to Anderson Arena Saturday night.
Making his debut appearance with the band was Mickey Thomas,
above, who replaced Grace Slick as the lead singer.
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FOX
For School Board
--Experience as a teacher
-Long time B.G. Resident
--Concerned for Children

FOR SCHOOL BOARD
FOX

BROOOALE STABLES

Tuesday Special

14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

COWLS
100% Acrylic
Asst. colors
S.M.L.

Attention:
• SORORITIES,
• FRATERNITIES, & • DORMS

Reg. $11.00

Make Reservations For:

$6?9

HAYRIDES, PARTY FACILITIES, & TRAIL RIDING
(INDOOR ARENA FOR SOUND SYSTEM & DANCES)

OPEN Till 9:00 p.m.
The Powder Puff

FALL, WINTER & SPRING QTRS.
For More Information call 655-2193

525 Ridge St.

■ ^«BHBH»«

Join the sales
team that
needs no
introduction.
Xerox equipment is a corporate necessity.
We're an industry leader and, of course,
the original. You'll start by learning our diversified
business. Then join the sales force that sold an
industry. We offer advancement that can't be
duplicated. In reprographics, and communications,
Xerox is the information center of the future.
Introduce yourself to a leader!
We're interviewing students with a Bachelor's
or Master's Degree and determination to get ahead.
Check with your college placement office
for dates and schedules. Then talk to
our campus representatives.

CORY OPTICAL
Soft Lens are like wearing
nothing at all!
Soft Lens Now Need No Boiling

ONLY*99
Walk in with glasses, prescription or hard lenses,
walk out the same day with soft lenses!
included:
Everything you need. Care kit is
included in total price.
Lenses $99.00
Fitting Fee $20.00

Tax $ 4.46
Total Cost

XEROX

KOEHLER

$123.46

190 S. Main, Suite H
Xrtox u in affirmative Kiion employer (male/female)

A MAN YOU CAN TALK TO
WANTS TO REPRESENT YOU

upstairs in the Mini Mall
Downtown BG

354-1044
No appointment needed... Just walk in

FOR
1ST WARD
COUNCIL

Chuck iHki your support In hie bid
to bt elected your Councilman.
Chuck will be .coHbl.
As a graduate ol Wittenberg In
Springfield, Ohio he appreciates your
viewpoint.
Chuck la rMponslve to your needs.
His desire is to Influence changes
that will provide greater safety & well
being In the campus/community en
vironment.

He and his wife Pal urge you to ask
about their open Invitation. Call him
at 352-6180 concerning his idea of a
community meeting on the tlrst Sunday ol each month.
"I need your vote to get started and
your visits to keep going,"
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campus

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.r

Tuesday. November 1. lf7J

TUISOAY •THURSDAY
STUDCNT NIGHTS!

8:00

P.M.

Resident Student Association
6:00 p.m.
Assembly Room, McFall Center

Arab American Association
2:00-4:00 pm
Room 17, Williams Hall
International coffee hour, free and open to all

World Student Association
2:00-4:00 p.m.
Room 17, Williams HaU
International coffee hour, free and open to all

BGSU Flying Club
7:30 p.m.
Room IK, Business Administration
Meeting.

T U E S D A Y
NOV.

6

GRAND BALLROOM, UNION

BEN
VVHrNA
| STRANGER
CALLS '

LOST a FOUND

ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCE MAJORS

RE-ELECT

3RD
WILD
WEEK'
■LIFE Of
tRIAN
AT
'30 AND j
• 10PM

J. WAT TEN BERG

MAYOR PERKINS

Our lucoraful Itudentl reprewni

1/3 OF USA

we cant Afford Not To

COMINO |

SOON!

CttiMm for Perk ana

B>vce Bel lord Sue Crowfotd Don Wikoa
330 Br>ghom Lone. BG

NOW
THRU
THURS-t
UAOIC
AT 7 30 PM

STARTS
FRI!

AKRON
CLEVELAND
TOLEDO

MAGIC,

CoChoirpcriont
43402

enter the
■Society of Professional Journalists
Photo Contests
Open to all students
216-434-1171
■News,
news
feature
and art categories
216-696-09691
419-474-86SC

CLASSES BEGIN DEC 10

—d8—
■T

O

PHOTOGRAPHERS:

Bf-ttil!
OM1N
AT 9MPM

1 OUR PIRAl

■JP>« WAMMO

■.-■THE-

©MEN

CPA
REVIEW

■
I
I
■

FiratpriM S20pf>OtO»MWii«t
(donated by Roger* Cam*** Shop)
Second prize lilm(donated by Center
Druga. K — Mart.Lanes)
Third priM yee'i subscript.on to
Modern Photography Magazine
(donated By SPJI

winners wm be displayed in
University Union
MII

Entry Iwmi ekWlabieal School of
Journalism 104 University Hell and
arc due with S3 registration fee by S
p rn Nov 20 at School ol Journaliarn

winner* will be announced *ee>» o'
NOv 26

Newlove cites gains
Republican Wendell Jones,
seeking the City Council post
presently held by Democrat
Richard Newlove, lashed out at
'he Democratic machine in the
city when he spoke before a
Sithering of citizens at the
eet-Your-Candidate luncheon
Wednesday at Kaufman's
restaurant
Newlove, on the other hand,
did not criticize the Republican
party, complimented his opponent on at least one occasion,
and reminded his opponent and
the gathering that Bowling
Green is alive and well, thank
you. accentuating the positive
about the city
Newlove
said
he
has
wondered, after attending the
luncheons the past several
weeks, why anyone would want
to be a member of City Council
"It can be a thankless, difficult,
time-consuming and frustrating
JobBut as a life resident of (he city, he said, he had four years
ago when he ran for council,
and still has. the purpose of promoting an atmosphere for living, working, studying and raising a family
He said candidates and
citizens are always, in an election year, bombarded with
"What's wrong with Bowling
Green? Lei's discuss the real
Bowling Green.
"Bowling Green is good
schools, continuously upgrading staff, buildings and
curriculum Bowling Green is a
great university, with cultural
opportunities, such as the Music
Building, and Wendell has been
active In that, programs and
performances geared to both us
and our children
Art and
creative artrograms to enrich
the entire community.
"Athletic opportunities — ice *
skating, hockey, tennis, golf,
swimming, physical fiinev . .
opportunities for continuing
education, upgrading ourselves
professionally, providing en*
richment to our lives, even
changing our careers."
He cited an example of Ray
Horvath. a BGSU resource person, who helped the city
discover a problem of pollution
In the Belleville Ditch and worked to resolve It
"Bowling Green is an active
senior citizen organization, a
dynamic well-preserved and
renovated downtown, improved
parking
facilities.
fine
neighborhoods, both new and
existing, a spirit of cooperation
... In times of charity drives or
natural disaster, not only by city employees, but of neighbors
helping neighbors "
Newlove referred to the wast*
water treatment plant as a
necessity. "We have a moral
obligation not only to ourselves,
but also to our children and
neighbors to clean up our own
ecological mess."

h

classified

Newlove, chairman of the
Finance Committee of council,
said he has had a hand in the city budget hearings and realizes
that industrial growth plays a
large role by its dramatic effect
on tax revenues, both city and
schools
"We have added Cooper Industrial Products, mil soon add
the Wall Street Journal and. In
the near future, Armco, along
with others. We have aided in
expansions and improvements
at such industries as Marathon
Special
Products,
Midwesi
Stamping &
Mfg.
Henry
Filters, and the relocation of
Green Mfg. out of a residential
neighborhood," he explained
Newlove said the city's bookkeeping and accounting operations have been updated, so that
careful analyses of all accounts
are available at all times. He
credited the Finance Committee's full budget hearings with
providing council with a better
understanding of the entire
financial system of the city
"I believe we must continue
to
protect
our
existing
neighborhoods through continued enforcement of zoning
laws and important capital improvements. We must, and will
complete, the new waste water
treatment plant.
"We must continue efforts for
outside funds for projects Bowling Green needs We must continue the search for the kind of
industry we want to provide
jobs and tax base for our city
and schools
"We must,
through our
recreational and senior citizen
programs continue to provide
services to people.
"And above all, we must continue to be fiscally responsible
and build on the base established during the past four years."

• DICK NEWLOVE SUPPORTS

Found grey ft wht. kitten de
clawed with flea collar. Call
352 37*0 after Som.
Found Seiko watch (girls) in apt.
pfcg lot behind Sam B's. 352 6490.
William Kati,
Lost pr. of DVF glasses Mon.
Oct 29 between union ft Hayes,
in a light green case. Reward.
Stephanie 3M-0000.
Lost green book bag wittl entire
quarter* work inside. Lost at
Piedmont Apt*. Ith St.
DESPERATE! Reward offered.-no questions asked.
M2-7447.
Found textbook in BG News of
fice about 4 weeks ago. Call
372-8003.
fMV.WQfflr.il?
Pregnancy Aid*. Understanding.
EMPA.

353 7041

ft

217-4639

OMUL
Birth control, test for pregnancy.
VD. early abortion at Toledo
Medical Service. Call 1419)
243 3179 for an acot.
Same Day Typesetting Service
On Most Jobs Bring Us Your
Manuals. Forms. Programs.
Bulletins And Resumes. * Type
Facet Available. Call The
Flaflands Trader Newspapers
3W-WMProfessional typing.
Fast &. Reliable
352*3?r
riRIQNAIrt
Anyone interested In obtaining a
Lasalle's credit card or needing
more application blanks for
Marketing Club's Lasalle's
credit card campaign should con
tact Robin Kark at 372 1509
before November 7th.
Chris: Head for the mountains,
Wally's on his way. Thanks (or
everything; you're great! Love,
K. Heward.
DRIVING HOMET?
Why pay me exorbitant cost of
gas by yourself Call DIAL A
RIDE & they'll match you with

Downtown Revitalizotion and improved parking.

riders to help share expenses.
DIAL A RIPE. J72-M24.
Many thanks to our breakfast
buddies, the Phi Kappa Tau
pledges, tor helping with our sur
pristl You five are some kind of
guys! The Alpha XI Delta fall
P'fdys.
Get a glassware gift when you get
10 washloedsl! Every Tuts.,
Weds., Thurs. 9-noon ft 1-4 while
supplies last at Kirk's com o
Mat. 7W S. Main.
Sigma Chi's: Thanks alot tor
helping us at our breakfast. Love,
AX Pledges.
BEER
DELIVERY
now
available thru SubMeQulck's
"BEER DELIVERY CLUB."
Call 352 4663 for details. Just
another way to serve you better.
The Bowling Green Racquet Club
is now offering special student
memberships. Call 352 3641 for
more information.
Custom design sllkscreening tor
dorms, sorority fraternity.
Orders 50 plus. Lowest prices in
80. Al Carr 351-6934.
Sisters of Delta Zeta: I would like
to thank all of you for your sup
port a. love. You have made my
office very rewarding for me.
Thank you again for all your hard
work, ir has showed off in a super
year of activities. In DZ love ft
mine;, Kamv S.
Several types of government
business loans now available in
Bowling Green area. 130,000 to
S100 million dollars. Term 730
years. Call today to see if you
qualify. Peopkn Financial of
Toledo (419) 005-3767.
ELLEN GARDNER: Welcome to
the best DZ family the Freckle
Family! I know for a fact that
you have the best Big there Is.
Love, Your GranBlg.

little. Our family is the greatest
in DZ! We're going to t\mv9 a
"WILD a. CRAZY" year! Love,
Janet.
Congratulations Alpha XI Delta
spring pledges on going active!
we v so happy for you. Get
psyched for some GREAT AC
TION! XI tove-the Pall PSedoes.
CLOGS! CLOGS! CLOGS!
Handcrafter In My Vermont
workshop. $22 26. FREE catalog:
Danform Clogs. Box 216
Wlnooskl. Vt. 05404.
To Sir Lancelot. Something short
ft sweet is what i should write.
Very well, what I want Is to be
with you tpnfflht. Jo Ann.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
SAC UNDEFEATED. UNTICD,
"A" FOOTBALL TEAM: TONY,
JEFF, CHUCK. DAVE, MIKE,
VIC, KURT, JIM, TODD,
MARK, CRAIG. THE ENTIRE
GREEK COMMUNITY KNOWS
WHO BEAT THE CRYBABIES
OF PI KAPPA ALPHA 25-20.
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS over
Christmas breakn Still available
a. 1st come 1st serve basis don't
miss out on this once In a lifetime
offer sponsored by BGSU Ski
Club.
Handball clinic ft Exhibition
featuring Toledo's Class A
Finalists. Rec Center Nov. 13th.
7-9pm.
WANTEP
F. rmte. needed for Wtr. * Spr.
Otr. Apt. is not far from campus
Call 3510749,
I or 2 rmtes. needed. Male. Call
John 352 7619.
F. rmtt. needed for wtr. ft spr.
Otr. $62.50 mo. Close to campus.
Call 352 0171.
HELP WANTED
Person to work occasional
weekends as relief houseparent
for TMR bovs. Call 123 3062.

DIAL A -HIDE

DIAL A RIDE
DIAL A RIDE
371-0116.
__
Big Sis Kathy, PROUD to be your

Could you use $100 a week bet
ween now ft Christmas?
Unlimited opportunities In
jewelry sales. For more Info, call

Linda

Kitchen. 633 3160.

The

Pt. ft Full time days ft evenings.
Vim Temporaries. Call 352-5122
for appointment.
Director, daycare ctr. Full time.
Training ft experience in early
childhood educ. required. Application deadline Nov. 9. Ph.
352 3612, weekday mornings
DEC. GRADS: The Phoenix
Mutual Cos. has 2 openings in the
Dayton-Cincinnati area for their
Jan. 14 sales mot training class.
Financial advisory career in a
field working with business
owners, executives, and doctors.
Send resume to Mike Elsass, 1075
Talbott Tower, Dayton, Oh. 45402
or call 513 211 4044 to arrange for
an interview.
One houseboy for a sorority. Call
3713106 for information.
Room ft board in exchange for
afternoon childcare ft light
housekeeping beginning Jan.
fflW,
FREE room ft board for F. stu
dent In exchange for babysitting.
Babysitting guaranteed not to interfere with school work. Kitchen
privileges. Can 352 5695.
FPU SALE
Advertise Your Unwanted items
For Free in The Flaflands
Trader Newspaper. Pay A Com
mission Only if Your item Sells.
Call 352 3539 75,000 Readers
WjeklyJ
set of mounted snow tires
Maverick, $35 1 United discount
ticket. $40. 37X061 ft 023 3051.
Lafayette LR 4000 Quadrophonic
receiver, 35 watts per channel
through 4 channels. C.B.-4 unit
with cables. Asking S350 for both.
Ph. 354 1315 or 354-1331 eves.
'73 Pontlac Catailna. Exceli
cond. t track tape, new radial
tires. clean$M95.00 352 1158
after 7om or 2-03t7.
Pair of Colorado hiking boots siie
9 men. Like new. Call John
352 7603.

• DICK NEWLOVE SUPPORTS
the new
plant.

wastewater

treatment

• DICK NEWLOVE SUPPORTS
our existing neighborhoods thru
projects such as Belleville lift station and Summit-Enterprise sewers
and strict zoning enforcement.

«»-

• DICK NEWLOVE SUPPORTS
light industrial development to provide jobs and improve the tax base
of our schools and the city.

v

• DICK NEWLOVE SUPPORTS
the continuance of our Recreational and Senior Citizen Programs
to serve people.

at large
newlove

i Excerpts from news article
in Sentinel-Tribune i

GARBAGE:
that doesn't need
your contribution.

"Bowling Green - a Great Place to Live, Work,
Study and Raise a Family."

environmental
action
foundation
•
:
!
J

RE-ELECT

YES. I am interested in learning how I can
reduce waste Please send your free booklet. The Case lor Materials Conservation".
to:

I Name

DICK NEWLOVE
Committee: to RtElsKt N«wtovt. Bruce H. Bollard Chairmon

Last year, Americans threw away
150 million tons of materials—enough
to fill garbage trucks lined three
abreast trom New York to California.
Our throw aw ays cost us more than $4
billion each year. This collection and
disposal of trash is now the second
largest item in most city budgets,
surpassed only by public schools.
The problem is more than litter
along the highway. It is the waste of
our nation's resources—resouces
which are becoming more scarce
and expensive.
We need to conserve materials now
more than ever. And you can helpby not making a contribution. For
example, by repairing worn items, you
can save yourself money, reduce
energy waste and conserve materials.
For a free booklet packed with ideas
about how to reduce waste, write to:

j Address

j CHy
Stale _

2*

MAIL TO: Environmental Action
Foundation
724 Oupont Circle Building
Washington. DC. 20036

Political Advertisement

i
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people

Public defenders give legal aid to needy

Ed. note: People U ■ new feature printed In The BG Newt each Tuesday. If
you know about someone who hai done something unusual, Interesting or otherwise noteworthy, submit It to People, The BG News, 1M University Hall. Please
include your name, address and phone number. The News reserve* the right to
edit all Information submitted.
Dr. Richard H. Llneback, director of the University Philosophy Documentation Center, has been awarded a $15,992 grant by the National Endowment for
the Humanities to fund two conferences next year about the interchange of
bibliographic information on magnetic tape in the humanities. The meetings
are scheduled for March and September, and the conclusions will be presented
to various national and international organizations.
Flowers are more than just something pretty to look at for Dr. T. Richard
Fisher, University professor of biological sciences. Fisher has received a
$100,000 grant from the Ohio Department of Natural Resources to direct the
completion of a four-volume study of the flowering plants of Ohio. The professor
began cataloging the 2,300-2,700 species several years ago, and will prepare the
fourth volume In the study, titled "Flora of Ohio." Each volume will contain
maps indicating where various plant life exists in the state.

by Dava Drake
assistant copy editor

You have been busted, nabbed,
caught by the Man or any other name
that you want to call it. It means that
you have been arrested and that you
need help.
But lawyers cost money, and you just
do not have it.
"At an initial hearing, it will be determined if the person is able to pay for
counsel if there is a possibility of a jail
sentence," John Duff in, one of Wood
County's two public defenders, said.
"IF THE person wants to retain
counsel and is indigent (unable to pay),
a public defender will be appointed."
Duff in said the Public Defenders Office Is supported by county funds to provide legal assistance in criminal cases.

Under the U.S. Constitution, only persons charged with crimes, as opposed
to civil action, such as negligence or
libel suits, are eligible for free legal services. This is because only criminal
cases are punishable by a prison
sentence.
Duffin noted that the office also is not
permitted to handle criminal misdemeanors that do not carry a jail
sentence.
"WE GET a lot of calls from students
with landlord problems or that have
had problems with car repairs; we just
can't do anything about that," Duffin
said.
"We do handle cases for some
students; mainly they are arrested for
bad checks, shoplifting or DUI (driving
under the influence).

"Students are a local problem," Duffin says. "Most of them have families
that could pay for an attorney, but are
considered on the basis of their own
finances.
"THE PARENTS aren't obligated to
pay and I imagine some student don't
want their parents to know they got in
trouble," Duffin explained.
Adrian Cimerman, the second public
defender, said he thinks students
generally get better treatment from the
courts than do the local residents. He
attributed this to the educational level
of students as compared to the level of
the local residents.
Duffin said that the quality of the
legal services provided is generally
very good. He noted that most legal
defenders are experienced in criminal

law because it is the only type of case
they handle.
HOWEVER, HE admitted that most
public defenders are recent law school
graduated lacking experience. But he
added, "It not uncommmon for a
lawyer with a private practice to never
have had a criminal case." Most
lawyers in Bowling Green are familiar
with handling both civil and criminal
cases, he said.
Duffin did say that in some cases, it
helps to have money.
"If you get charged with DUI, you
have to pay a (1,000 fine to get the
charge reduced. Otherwise, if convicted, you face a 30-day license
suspension, you must sign a three-year
financial responsibility statement and
you receive a three-day jail sentence."

Chuck Bartlett
Committed.
Concerned.
Caring.
As a graduate of BGSU, Chuck
Bartlett knows how vital your
opinions are for the progressive
development of Bowling Green.
And he knows from first-hand
experience.
Chuck Bartlett is the only
Mayor who has ever actively
sought student opinion.

As Mayor, Chuck will
re-establish open meetings
with students and city
administrators on a regular
basis.

Chuck Bardett first proposed
the closing of Poe Ditch from
Thurstin to Mercer.

As Mayor from 1972 to 1976, Chuck
established regular meetings with
students and administrators to
review the mutual concerns of the
campus and community. NO ONE,
PRIOR TO OR SINCE HIS ADMINISTRATION, HAS MADE THIS EFFORT.
These meetings precipitated
improved streets and sidewalks
around the campus, as well as the
completion of plans for new streets,
sidewalks and lighting in apartment
areas south of the campus.

He aim proposed to move the water
treatment plant away from the
campus area. The facts arc thai
simple, and one quick look at city
records will prove it,
Die original coal of the plant, first
proposed by Bartlctl. was
approximately SB million. Four
yearn of fiscal Conner*.nism
under the prevent administration
thrust the cosl to approximately
S2H million. Although 75% will
come from the EM, the city will
have to carry the rest.

Elect

Samuel Cooptr. Chairman • 725 Wallace Ave • Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

BARTLETT
FOR
MAYOR
Because idle talk is not enough.
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Admissions Office works with new system
by P»m Oalglclsh
copy editor

Although still in the "birth stage," a
newly operating computer system in
the office of undergraduate admissions
is keying in on new and prospective
students.
The new system, because it is
directly tied in to the University's main
computer system, allows admissions
officers to process all information
within their own office, said Dan
Shelley, assistant director of admission. It also permits quick access to
student files and information about the
University, he said.
Because it is much less timeconsuming than manually processing
materials, the new system allows a

Computers may enhance recruiting methods, improve response time
greater variety of information to be
stored, Shelley noted.
The system consists of three Cathode
Ray Tubes, which code and retrieve
information on file, and a word
processing system, which receives and
stores a variety of information, including documents and letters, Shelley
said.
SHELLY SAID the goal of the admissions office in working with the new
system is to improve its "turnaround to
students" - the time it takes to respond
to applicants or to individuals who have
expressed an interest in the University.
The information received by the
admissions office is coded for one of two
files.

An applied file records information
found on admissions applications,
Shelly said, noting that only undergraduate admissions are processed
through the new system.
An inquiry file keeps a record of
persons who have shown an interest in
the campus, either directly or as indicated on their ACT-SAT testa, but who
have not applied for admission. Shelly
said,
THE INFORMATION contained In
the inquiry file will be used by the
University to enhance its traditional
methods of recruiting new students, he
added.
He explained that before going to a
particular high school, admissions

officers will be able to search the files
for Information on students at that
school who have shown an Interest in
the University and their areas of interest.
The recruiter then will be able to
focus on those students and make
available to them information on
programs relating to their Interests.
Besides making this Information
available to recruiters, the admissions
office may also send it to the various
colleges and schools on campus, Shelly
said.
He said that the admissions office
currently has an arrangement with the
College of Arts and Sciences to supply
the college information on students

interested In its programs, as determined by students' ACT-SAT tests. The
college then may want to send
programs to those students.
THE COLLEGE may consider
students' ACT-SAT scores, in light of
the University's current emphasis on
attracting quality students, Shelley
said. He added, however, that the
admissions office will pass on to the
college Information on all prospective
students, regardless of test scores.
"We (admissions) acknowledge
everyone who shows an interest in the
University," Shelley said. "The college
may acknowledge only a few, based on
their scores."
Shelley emphasized that admissions

wants to involve more of the University
in attracting new students.
"We (admissionsl can't really tell
students the inside story on what's
available to them in their areas of interest as well as each college can," he
said.
Shelley said that two other computer
systems also are in use on campus one by the Graduate College and
another by the provost's office. The
Alumni Center also has a computer
system, but on a smaller scale, he
added.
Shelley said that most systems in use
by other colleges and universities are
not as sophisticated as he predicts the
University's will be within a year's
,
. time.

Re-Elect

VOTE NOV. 6
FOR LEADERSHIP
MAYOR

COUNCIL
AT-LARGE

FIRST WARD
COUNCIL

FOURTH WARD
COUNCIL

JOSEPH CORRAb
"busy doing something for you"

First-Ward Councilman
Democrat
267 S Summit SI, Bowling Green, Ohio

Resume
TYPESETTING
FAST SAME DAY SERVICE
CALL 352-3538
RE-ELECT

JOSEPH CORRAL
FIRST WARD COUNCILMAN

CHARLES E.
BARTLETT

WENDELL R.
JONES

CHARLES A.
KOEHLER

MARTIN L.
SMITH

THESE REPUBLICAN CANDIDA TES ENDORSE
AND WILL WORK FOR:
t/
f/

S
S
S
S
S

Enforcement of the Health and Safety Code
to ENSURE SAFE HOUSING FOR RENTERS.
RE-ESTABLISHMENT of Regular
Sample Ballot
Meetings Between University
For Leadership
Student Leaders and City Officials
Cut Along Dotted Line
MERIT SELECTIONof Volunteer
and Take to the Polls
and Paid City Officials
MAYOR
RESOLUTION of Storm Flooding
REOPEN City Government
to All Citizens
SOUND Capital Budget Management
Careful Establishment of City Priorities
After FULL CITIZEN INPUT

JOE CORRAL IS INVOLVED. He was
one of the founders of KARMA, Bowling
Green's first drug intervention center
and chaired the merger of Crisis Phone
and KARMA into what is now known as
"The Link." He served as the first
president and is now a member of the
Board of Trustees for Wood County
Human Services (The Link). Joe is
involved in his community.
JOE CORRAL LISTENS

Charles E.
Bartlett

COUNCIL AT-LARGE
Wendell R.
Jones

FIRST WARD COUNCIL

JOE CORRAL is always willing to listen
to students and has been instrumental
In doing a number of things that have
helped the University community; from
working for the improvement of the
crosswalk on Thurstin Ave. in front of
the Administration Building, to his
support on legislation for sidewalks on
South College Drive. Joe feels that
there has been a friendly spirit of
cooperation between the City and the
students.

BE SURE TO VOTE TOMORROW
FOR

JOSEPH CQRRAI

FIRST WARD COUNCILMAN
NEIGHBORS TO RE-ELECT CORRAL •
Kathy Striggow, Chairperson, 267 S.
Summit St., Bowling Green, Ohio
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sports
Falcons, Vermont split high scoring games
by Dave Lewandowski
assistant sports editor

Percentages are Inconsequential to
Bowling Green freshman defenseman
Barry Mills.
Mills scored on one of the 11 shots he
took against Vermont Saturday at the
Ice Arena, but it proved to be the gamewinner with 1:33 left as the Falcons
defeated the Catamounts, 7-6.
The night before, Vermont scored two
goals in the last three minutes of the
third period to erase a 5-3 BG lead and
tie the game. The game went into overtime with the Catamonts scoring at 3:40
to take the 6-5 win.
The Falcons had a 4-2 lead entering
the third period Saturday, but Vermont
came back to take a 5-4 lead with three
goals within 39 seconds. Tim Alexander
and Brian MacClellan scored for BG to
regain the lead with 10:06 remaining.
MACLELLAN ALMOST went from
being the hero to the goat when he got
caught for an elbowing penalty with
2:21 remaining in the period. Tom Cullity scored his third goal of the series
with 2:04 left to tie the score.
After Mills' goal, the Catmounts pulled goalie Sylvain Turcotte in favor of
six skaters. Another penalty to Mac-

Clellan with 12 seconds left gave Vermont a six on four advantage. But Tom
Newton won the faceoff in the BG zone
and sent the puck down the ice to kill
the remaining time.
BG COACH Jerry York summed up
the two-game series well when he said
"there was a lot of emotion on both
sides." Emotion wasn't only emitted by
the players. The capacity crowds of
more than 3,200 both nights saw more
end-to-end action than at a basketball
game.
York said MacClellan's goal in the
third period was very important. "The
turning point of the game had to be
Brian MacClellan's effort," York said.
"He was matched against one of the top
defensemen in the nation (Louis Cote)
and he beat him. It was a great effort. It
was like a long touchdown pass when
you really need it."
Vermont Coach Jim Cross said the
series was a good test for his team in Its
first games of the season.
"BOTH TEAMS just Jumped right in
there and played end-lo-end hockey for
almost 60 minutes," Cross said.
"I
really didn't think we played that well
the entire game Friday but we played
better in a losing effort

"I loved the way we were aggressive
and forechecked," Cross continued.
"I'm happy with the progress we made
in the losing effort. It was a good start
for the year."
BG freshman goalie Mike David stopped 27 Vermont shots while Turcotte
made 25 saves.
THE ACTION wasn't limited to just
Saturday night. BG held a 4-2 lead in the
third period on goals by George
McPhee, Steve Dawe and two by Tom
Newton.
Vermont came back on a power play
goal by Gary Prior with Don
McLaughlin in the penalty box for high
sticking.
Tim Alexander put the Falcons in
front by two again with his third goal of
the season with 6:01 left in the period.
But that's when it looked like the
Falcons fell asleep. BG was content to
dump the puck into the Vermont zone
giving the Catamounts length of the ice
rushes. The result was two goals by Jim
Murphy and Cullity to tie the game at
five. Cullity's goal came with 57
seconds remaining in the period.
Vermont was shorthanded when Yves
Robataille was called for tripping 16

seconds into the overtime period. But
the Falcons couldn't put the puck past
Vermont goalie Andy Ashforth.
The Catamounts got the winning goal
from Kirk McCaskill 3:40 into the overtime period putting the puck past BG
goalie Wally Charko's pads from the
right faceoff circle.
"WE KEPT on telling him
(McCaskill) to shoot the puck when he
got it," Cross said. "He would always
look for someone to pass to instead of
shooting. Now he shoots once and look
what he does. He'll probably alway?
shoot the puck now instead of pass."
Charko stopped 31 shots while
Ashforth had 30 saves.
With the split, the Falcons' record is
2-3-1. Vermont is 1-1 on the year. York
was pleased with the play of his
freshman defense.
"The six freshmen got a baptism this
weekend," York said. "I thought they
played really well especially our
defense."
BG will have the weekend off before
playing a home series against Providence Nov. 16 and 17.

BQ sophomore winger BIN Newton kicks the puck along the back
board as Scott Falrbalrn (11) comes In to apply pressure.

Kentucky big plays
costly to BG gridders
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

LEXINGTON, Ky. - It was a matter of minutes - two minutes to be exact - that
was the difference in Kentucky's 20-14 win over Bowling Green Saturday.
Two big plays within two minutes of each other were enough for a Wildcat victory before a Homecoming crowd of 57,000 at Commonwealth Stadium.
The first was a 82-yard touchdown scamper around right end by Pete Venable on
the second play of the second half, giving UK a 12-7 lead after the two-point conversion pass attempt (ailed.
Four plays later, BG punted and Larry Carter raced 60 yards down the left
sideline into the endzone, and suddenly BG was trailing 20-7.
And when it looked like a rout was on, the Falcons defense, which recovered
three of the six Wildcat fumbles and had one interception, shut down Kentucky for
the remainder.
BG fell to 3-6, while Kentucky unproved to 3-5. "The first few minutes of the second half," BG Coach Denny Stolz said, "was our worst football of the day."
BG's defense made some key breaks for the Falcons to keep them in the game.
LEE WILLIAMS recovered a Wildcat fumble on the Falcons' goal line that stopped a potential score early in the first quarter.
Then with 3:46 left in the first quarter, Kevin Folkes raced 35 yards, the longest
run from scrimmage for BG this year, and the Falcons took a 7-0 lead. Folkes was
BG's first back to gain over 100 yards in a game with 122 in 17 carries.

staff photos by Tim Westhoven
Freshman detenseman Rousell Mackenzie (3) (hoot* the puck out of
the BQ zone. Trying to knock the pass down is Vermont's Dan O'Conner

(18) while Peter Slkorskl slides across the Ice.
Catamounts split their two games.

BQ and the

Wildcats not as tough as SEC image
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Kentucky's football team was a beatable team Saturday.
Sure they are a Southeastern Conference team that plays some of the
best teams in the nation, but Saturday
Bowling Green had its chances to pull
off an upset.
I think that says something about
Bowling Green, because the Wildcats
did not play well at all. And yet they
won.
THAT'S NOT to say Kentucky is a
great team, because this team that lost
to Miami 15-14 in its opener, probably
would not even win the Mid-American
Conference.
Maybe a Wildcat team at full
strength would have given Bowling
Green more fits, but Kentucky has had
a lot of injuries and there were a few
Wildcat players limping off the field
Saturday.
Kentucky Coach Frank Curci was
Just happy to get out of this one on top.
"Thank goodness we were at home,"
he said. "We'd have lost if we hadn't
been. Bowling Green played very hardhard enough to win.

sideline
Dan Firestone
sports editor

"Their quarterback (Mike Wright) is
a very good player. We tried to keep the
pressure on him. We thought they were
going to throw more. I'm glad they
didn't.
THE FALCONS had their opportunities for an upset, but mistakesmental mistakes not caused by
Kentucky-kept that from happening.
Maybe the 57,500 fans did make a difference, but there were things happening that shouldn't with a team in its
ninth game.
"Willie Mathews' Illegal procedure
was because he was in the wrong formation," BG Coach Denny Stolz said.
"An older player shouldn't make those
mistakes."
BG was mixing things on offense, and

it cost the Falcons a couple of times on
delay-of-game penalties.
"We tried to do a lot of things to keep
them off balance, Stolz explained. "We
were shifting, going in motion.
"There was a little bit of tension.
We're not used to walking In front of
that many people."

SOPHOMORE KEVIN Folkes, who
had 122 yards, the first back this year
for BG to break 100 yards, said his
touchdown run of 35 yards was on an
audible called by Mike Wright.
"I wasn't sure," Folkes said. "I
heard Mike call it a second time that's
why I hesitated before I shifted (into
the I formation.)
"I don't know how everyone else
feels, but we have a better team than
our record. Our quality doesn't show up
In the record."
Folkes said the backs should take the
blame for not being able to come up
with a 100-yard game until now.
"It's the running back. Don't blame

anyone else," he said. "We've had
some bad breaks, but that's the way it's
been all season."
MIKE CALLESEN had an outstanding game on defense coming up with 10
assisted tackles and one assist, along
with recovering one fumble.
Craig Valentine, who started at
defensie end in place of Tim Ross, who
did not make the trip, had six solos and
four assists. John Fitzpatrick had eight
solo tackles and one assist.
Strong safety Joe Merritt summed up
the Falcons season as well as anyone
Saturday.
"It's just hard to keep taking this (the
losses)," Merritt said. "I thought we
played a great game. We've come so
close so many times.
"They were beatable. Everyone is
beatable. We've got some quality
players on this team and I think we're
going to have a helluva team next year.
"We just haven't been able to get it
together (this year)."

Kentucky retaliated with a one-yard TD plunge by Shawn Donigan, but a missed
extra point kept BG ahead with 43 seconds left in the half.
And the Falcons were fortunate to keep that lead before half after Jeff McCormack fumbled the ensuing kickoff and the Wildcats recovered at the BG 11.
Kentucky had to settle for a 43-yard field goal attempt, which was wide left, after
an ineligible receiver down field penalty erased a Wildcat touchdown.
"I felt awfully good at half to come out ahead after McCormack s tumble, "Stolz
said. "But I felt bad that it was 7-6 They shouldn't have had that touchdown.
"THERE WERE three big plays. That broken play and then the two in the second half.
"We had 19 kids with us that never played with us before this year, and I'm very
proud of them."
BG quarterback Mike Wright was throwing on the run most of the day. sprinting
out to avoid the Wildcats' rush.
WE NOTICED something early that we could sprint out and pass better than the
drop back," Wright said. "We were excited for this game. We felt we were the better team, but some times the better team doesn't win.
"I think a victory would have made up for the losses this year. We played a
helluva game and it's heartbreaking to go home without a victory."
Williams recovered another fumble in the third quarter at the Wildcats' 35, but
the Falcons didn't have the ball long when Wright's pass was picked off by Don
Fielder.
"I was thinking 'throw it out of bounds, throw it out of bounds,' and I just didn't
react," Wright said. "It was a poor play on my part."
The Falcons put together one of their best drives of the season in the fourth
quarter ending with a one-yard sneak by Wright and John Spengler added his 46th
straight extra point to bring BG within six.
The 80-yard, 14-play drive was highlighted by an 18-yard run by Folkes and a
Wright-to-Dan Shetler 14-yard pass to the four-yard line.
THE FALCONS got the ball just one more time with seven minutes left, but were
forced to punt in four plays and Kentucky maintained possession for the (inal'538,
ending the game at BG's two-yard line.
"They just went bang, bang, bang at the end," Stolz said. "They were so big,
they were Just wearing us down. It was the most physical game we've played by
far. They're an SEC team, second In the conference in defense team"

BridGSmaiClS Falcon harriers second in MAC fourth consecutive time
by Rob Bouklssen
staff reporter

"Bridesmaid again."
Those two simple words from Bowling Green men's cross country Coach
Mel Brodt summed up the frustration
that he and his team felt after finishing
second in the Mid-American Conference (MAC) championships for the
fourth straight year Saturday at Kent
State.
And for the third time out of those last
four years, Western Michigan was the
Falcons' nemesis as the Broncos tallied
59 points to defeat BG by 13. Miami
came In third (78), Eastern Michigan
was fourth (92) and Toledo fifth (101).
"Western ran well," Brodt said. "I

knew they were running well last week
at the Central Collegiates (where they
finished two places ahead of the sixthplaced Falcons.)"
Western's top runners finished in the
fifth, ninth, 13th, 14th and 18th positions.
LEADING the pack for BG was Pete
Murtaugh who finished sixth overall
covering the 10,000-meter course in
31:34, 33 seconds slower than meet winner Mick Schlacter of Ball State.
Next for the Falcons was late-season
surprise Jeff Martin, who finished 10th
overall In the time of 32:01.
"Martin really picked it up for us,"
Brodt said. "He ran a real fine race. He
is Just now getting into condition after

an injury that happened to him last
Christmas."
Captain Steve Housley followed Martin closely coming in 12th in 32:04.
The nine places separated Housley
and fourth-place Falcon finisher John
Anich, who apparently suffered
stomach cramps towards the end of the
race.
"JEFF, STEVE and I were running
together when around the five-mile
mark I got cramps in my stomach,"
Anich said. "I bad to run bent over the
rest of the way."
Anich said he has suffered these
pains before, but not to such an intense
degree where it affected his running.
Had he not gotten the cramps, Anich

admitted, he probably would have
finished higher and given the Falcons a
better shot at winning.
However, Brodt did not agree.
"It hurt a little bit, but it wasn't the
whole thing," Brodt said. "We finished
too far behind Western in points for it to
make that much of a difference. We still
would have finished in second If he
would have stayed with them (Martin
and Housley).
"If Anich wouldn't have been back
(from knee Injuries which kept him out
of cross country for two years), we
wouldn't have been able to come in second."

ROUNDING OUT the scoring for BG
was Bruce Washko who finished 23rd in
32:23.
"They all ran well," Brodt said of his
team's performance. "We were picked
in the pre-season to be fifth and we
finished second, so, it's not that bad.
"But it's still a little frustrating to
always come in second. Quality depth
hurt us all year."
BG will nave a chance to "put the icing on the cake," as Brodt pointed out,
when the same five runners along with
Holger Hille and Dave Agosta compete
in the NCAA District Four meet at

Michigan State, Saturday.
THE TOP five teams and the top five
individuals who are not members of
those top five teams will qualify for the
NCAA meet at Lehigh, Pa.. November
19.
There are 33 teams eligible to compete in the district meet, according to
Brodt, and among them are such
powers as Wisconsin, Indiana,
Cleveland State and Michigan.
But Brodt admitted that "we have an
outside chance to win. If you put your
foot on the starting line, you have got a
chance."
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Dodson makes nationals cut; harriers sixth
by K»n Koppal
•tail reporter

. Although Bowling Green's women's
cross country team did not capture the
Midwest Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics Regionals, they showed they
are a good solid squad.
. The Falcon harriers totaled 184
points, good for a sixth place finish but
not good enough to make the top three
teams which advance to the national
meet.
The University of Wisconsin at
Madison captured the meet with 42
points. Purdue and host Michigan State
will also run in the nationals, finishing
with 48 and 55 points respectively.
SENIOR Becky Dodson led the
Falcon harriers with a clocking of

18:03.1 in the 5,000-meter race, good for
the 12th position. The top 15 runners In
the regionals earn a trip to the national
in Florida later this year.
"It was a very competitive meet,"
Dodson said. "I feel pleased that I
qualified but I think I could have run
better.
"There was a lot of physical contact
in the race. This was the first race
where I didn't have any real control of
how I ran. I was boxed in the majority
of the race."
Rose Thomson, a 27-year old freshman from Kenya and running for
Wisconsin paced the meet with a
clocking of 17:11.4.

BG COACH Sid Sink said he was
pleased with bis squad's effort despite
falling to qualify any other runners for
the nationals.
"We only finished 19 points from
fourth," Sink said. "We could have
conceivable made that up but the beat
we could have possibly finished was
fourth."
Western Illinois earned the number
four spot with 105 points, while Onto
State finished a spot ahead of the
Bowling Green team totalling 169.
"Karen (McQuUken) ran the beat
race of the year as far as what she's
done all year," Sink said. "She beat a
lot of girls she didn't come close to

during the year.
McQuUken came third for the
harriers, 39th in the meet, with her time
of 19:05.5. Her performance plus that of
Stephanie Eaton, Kathy Kaczor and
Terri Gindlesberger have Sink looking
ahead to good thinks next season.
"With three freshman in our top five
we really had a heck of a race," Sink
said. "We're going to be a tough team to
contend with next season with all four
of those runners returning."
Eaton finished in the second spot for
the harriers with a time of 18:46.1,29th
in the meet. Kaczor and Gindlesberger,
the other two freshmen along with
Eaton, placed 44th and 65th in the meet
respectively, with times of 19:13.7 and
19:31.1.

season ends.
"I'M. probably have about a thousand of them by the end of the season,"
said Faust, whose sixteen and one-half
year record at Moeller is 157-17-2.
Out of some 1,000 students who attend
the Catholic, all-male school, 210 are
issued Moeller blue and gold football
uniforms. The school draws players
from 15 parishes and from transfers
from nearby southern Indiana and northern Kentucky.
Ninety percent of the student body is
Catholic, and just half of the remaining
10 percent are athletes, Faust said.
"People think we draw city-wide,"
Faust said. "They Just can't conceive

how we can build a dynasty with a
limited area to draw from.
"We get criticism, and people try to
tear us down. They don't realize that we
started out with two or three couches
and a locker room that wasn't even
painted."
MOELLER NOW has a staff of 13
assistant coaches, two practice fields, a
weight room, the best equipment
available and devoted alumni and supporters who donate heavily to the program.
"When we started out in 1963,1 borrowed equipment," Faust said. "We

had no money to buy a blocking sled, so
we made a sled. We bought used
helmets and painted them ourselves.
' 'We had no lockers, so we borrowed a
truck and went downtown and hauled
some out. Each year we tried to add
something to the program. Some people
try to tear us down, but they could do
the same thing If they want to put in the
hours we put in.
"OUR PLAYERS are gentlemen. We
pride ourselves on that," Faust said. "I
don't care if a kid is the greatest football player there is; he better not cuss,
he better never play dirty football and If
he burps he better say 'Excuse me.'"

WE KNOW DICK NEWLOVE
November 1, 1979
Dear Fellow-Citizens:
We are colleagues of Dick Newlove in city government, though we have not totally agreed with each
other on every vote on Council, we can join together
and can say, without equivocation, that Dick Newlove
is a MAN OF TOTAL INTEGRITY who gives
UNSELFISH SERVICE to our community. He is
DEDICATED to the BEST INTERESTS OF BOWLING
GREEN and her citizens. His service on Council in the
area of Finance and Land Use Control has been
outstanding. He has never been influenced in the
slightest by "special interests" or "self interest", as
some have suggested. Our community's welfare is
always foremost in Dick's mind.
It is. therefore, unfortunate that this young man, has
been subjected to unfair charges during the closing
hours of this campaign. These tactics not only do Dick
a great disservice, but also contribute nothing to the
public discussion of issues and problems facing our
community.
Next Tuesday, those of us who have worked with
him and know him well, urge you to vote to RE-ELECT
DICK NEWLOVE to City Council. Bowling Green will
benefit greatly from his continued service.

Bowling Green's women's volleyball
team's record diped to 11-6-1 Saturday
as a result of a 15-3,15-1 thrashing at the
hands of Morehead State and a 15-5,
14-16, 15-11 Miami victory over the
Falcons.
"It wasn't a very good weekend," BG
Coach Pat Peterson put it simply.
"The Morehead State match, plain
and simply was horrid. It was our worst
performance of the season. Part of the
problem was that we were looking
ahe J to Miami."
In the match with the host Redskins,
Peterson said the Falcons played better.

tt"

A key to that game was the serving of
substitute Sue Thomas, according to
Peterson.
"She (Thomas) served four straight
points towards the end of that I second!
game," Peterson said. "She has an offensive type of serve."
However, Thomas' serving wasn't
enough in the final game of the match
as the Redskins defeated BG for the second time this season.
"I was pleased with our court adjustments," Peterson said. "But we
Just couldn't stop their (Miami's)
center, Sandy Secoy. We couldn't block
her."
BG will play its last regular season
match tonight at 6:30 in Anderson
Arena against Kent State. It will be the
last home match for seniors Julie
Dillon, Diane Gausman, Nancy Krieger
and Kim Yard.
It will also be the Falcon's last competition before the state tournament
which begins Thursday.

Stickers eliminated
Playoffs give teams a new outlook on
the season, especially the teams that
did not do very well. The Ohio University Bobcats took advantage of their
"new life" and captured the OAISW
field hockey tournament last weekend
in Wooster.
Gail Hudson scored two goals in
leading the unseeded Bobcats past
Bowling Green 3-1. Becky Walters put
OU on the scoreboard first wen she beat
BG goalie Pam Whetstone at 11:01 in

the first half.
Nancy Smith knotted the contest at
17:57 and the teams went to the
sidelines tied 1-1.
HUDSON SCORED at 12:50 and 18:01
of the second half and BG was
eliminated from the tournament.
OU then defeated number one seeded
Ohio State and second-seeded Miami to
claim the title. The Redskins had advanced to the finals with victories over
Kent State and Toledo.

Looking
For a Good Job
in Labor/Management Relations???
The MASTER OF ARTS IN LABOR RELATIONS graduate program
combines the study of several social science and business disciplines
with specific courses of study in labor law, collective bargaining, dispute
settlement and other labor/management relations topics. A special focus
of this program is public sector labor relations with a high priority on
public service and its relationship with government agencies.
IUP is seeking qualified students from a variety of academic disciplines
who are motivated to contribute to this rapidly growing field and
interested in professional career opportunities in labor/management
relations.
• Graduate assistanlships are available; deadline for application is March
15.
• Internships are available in government and business
• Research opportunities in the Center for the Study of Labor Relations
• No out-of-state tuition differential
• Small classes with high level of faculty contact
• Excellent placement opportunities
For further information, complete the form below and send to: The
Graduate School, Stright Hall, Indiana University of Pennsylvania,
Indiana, Pa. 15705.
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atafl reporter

"We played good in the first game
even though the score doesn't Indicate
it," she said. "And we were down in the
second game, but we came back to win

Scholarships plentiful for Moeller players
CINCINNATI (AP) -College
recruiters have tapped Moeller High
School's football program for so many
players that a starter for the Crusaders
almost is assured of a college scholarship somewhere.
Coach Gerry Faust, the school's only
head coach since its inception, expects
that more than 20 of his players will get
full rides this year - about average for
the school that has won the Ohio bigschool championship three of the last
four years.
Already, Faust has a boxful of
recruiting letters in his office, although
players are not allowed to see them or
talk to college recruiters until the

Spikers take dive
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OSU swimmers roll;
win BG Relays title
by Ken Koppei
•tall reporter

It looked more like the end of the
season than the beginning last weekend
at Bowling Green's Copper Pool.
Thirteen records were broken, seven
by Ohio State's women swimmers. In
the BG relays. The Buckeyes rolled up
200 points to win the 10-team meet. The
host Falcons placed second with 188,
and three records.
ALTHOUGH the Falcons failed to defend their title in the Relays, BG Coach
Tom Stubbs was pleased with his
squad's first effort of the season.
"The freshman are coming along,"
Stubbs said. "They have a ways to go,
but we saw some definite bright spots."
Stubbs spoke highly of Carol Hoover's
showing in the meet and had special
praise for Debbie Bourlain, who swam
on all three winning and record breaking relay teams for bG.
Dourlain led off the 400-yd. freestyle
with a time of 54.0,2.2 seconds ahead of
her nearest competition, in leading the
swimmers to a meet record time of
3.39.65
SHE WAS a part of the record breaking 200-yd freestyle relay and a part of
the team that swam to a record 1.56.65
In the 200-yd. butterfly.
Stubbs said these new marks can be
attributed to two things. While mentioning the swimmers new and improved
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by Pat Kennedy
•tall reporter

facility in the Student Rec Center, he
said the main reason for the better
times recorded over the weekend is
simply because today's athlete is
quicker than In year's past.
However, one member of the Falcons
was a little too quick in her event. Terry
Alexander was disqualified for two
false starts in leading off the 300-yd.
butterfly.
Alexander's disqualification was a
very plvltal point in the meet. Prior to
the event BG, who led almost the entire
meet, was ahead of the Buckeyes by 22
points, while after. OSU had cut the
deficit to four, eventually overtaking
the swimmers.
"It (Alexanders' mistake) made the
difference," Stubbs said. "It would
have gone down right down to the wire
except for that."
HOWEVER, Stubbs also said he is as
much to blame as Alexander, as he failed to remind the freshman that she had
already left the block too early once,
her second early start causing BG's
elimination.
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Bowling Green's rugby team upped its season record to 8-1 with three wins
over Ball State Saturday.
Bob Bonner scored two tries in the first match while Tod Kenney, Rick
Kuzmer and Ron Bauman scored one try each.
Preston Bartlett scored twice for BG in the second match while Paul Jacobi
and Jay Bagdasarian added a fry each. Roger Mazzarella had a conversion for
the Falcons.
BG closed out the day with an 8-4 win. Jacobi's second try of the day and Tony
Bondra's try was the difference.
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photo by Bill Brown
BQ's Nancy Hinders swims her leg in the 400-medley relay In
the BQ Relays, Saturday.

Entry forms for the all-campus
wrestling and badminton tournaments
are due today in Room 201, Memorial
Hall.
Entry forms are available from
fraternity and residence hall athletic
directors. Play will begin next Monday

The number of shots taken in a soccer
game is usually indicative of the
game's outcome. Saturday Bowling
Green and Michigan State took 16 shots
each and the final score of the game
was even too-at 0-0.
The tie, BG's fourth of the season, left
the Falcons with a 6*4 record, while
the Spartans dropped their season
mark to 8-6-2.
"Neither team controlled the game,"
BG Coach Gary Palmisano said. "It
shows in the shots. We had our opportunities though.
"JOHNNY BERTRAMS had a clean
breakaway (with 30 seconds left in
regulation play). From 35 yards out, he
took a nice shot but their keeper made a
brilliant save."
Bertrams also missed a penalty shot
in the second overtime period when
regular penalty kickers Eric Sorensen
and John Bapst were on the bench.
Palmisano said his own indecision was
not helpful.
"I sent Steve Theophilus to the line,
then I changed my mind," he said. "I
questioned myself- that's something I
houldn't do."
Michigan State's defense, which
Palmisano called "probably the best
defensive team we played all year",
also cut down on the Falcon opportunities to score.

"Ohio State got through it (the meetl
without any (disqualifications) so you
have to give them credit," Stubbs said.
Michigan, a team that has consistently ranked in the top 10 nationally, finished third with 176 points, also breaking
three Relay records.

Bowling Green's club hockey team tied Michigan State's junior varsity
Friday, 5-5, at the Ice Arena.
Chris Sanna, Frank Kelly, Dean Shulefeld scored single goals for BG while
Angelo Pontello scored twice.
BG goalie Doug Bivins kick out 26 MSU shots. BG is 0-1-1 in Mid-Central
Collegiate Hockey Association (MCHA) play.
BG Improved its overall record to 3-1-1 with a 5-2 victory over Curran Crane
Saturday. BG will travel to Eastern Michigan today for a MCHA clash with the
Hurons.

Shots, score even in
BG-MSUsoccer game

at 7 p.m.

Entry froms for the two-man
volleyball and three-man basketball
tournaments are now available from
fraternity and residence hall athletic
directors and at the IM office. Entry
forms are due Nov. 20.

"THEY'RE STRONG and physical,"
he said. "They cut down on our space
and time when we got into their attacking zone. We knew they were physical
and played a fast game, so our game
plan for the first twenty minutes was to
be more physical and control the midfield.
"But we didn't (control the midfield)
and they didn't either."
Palmisano said his defense did
"another fine job" but he also said he
could not praise anybody "in particular".
"We're looking for a great team effort," he said. "In the last two matches,
there has been no great individual effort. It's mainly a sound team effortthat's what we're looking for."
THE FACT THAT the Falcons have
played only five of their 15 games this

season at home may have been another
factor in the contest, according to
Palmisano.
"We did a lot of things well but I think
we're lacking intensity," he said "I
don't know If the intensity of the season
its taking Its toll or what.
"We've been on the road 10 times. I
think we play better at home than on
the road."
BG will finish Its road campaign
Wednesday when the Falcons travel to
Rochester, Mich., to play Oakland
University.
CORNER KICKS: BG Coach Gary
Palmisano said he would like to see the
Mid-American Conference recognize
soccer as one of its Reese Trophy
sports. Palmisano said he would be In
touch with coaches of Ohio's MAC
representative schools and that all
MAC schools now have varsity soccer
programs.
MAC Commissioner Fred Jacoby
said soccer was added to the conference
"administratively" in 1971 but that it
was dropped several months later
because of problems dealing with the
academic calendars of participating
schools and finances.
Palmisano said he feels the splitting
of the Ohio schools into an eastern division and the Michigan, Illinois, and Indiana schools into a western division
would cut expenses.
Palmisano also said he hopes to get
the MAC soccer coaches together for a
"brain session" in order to present a
firm plan to the athletic directors and to
see that the league will be formed In a
"right manner".
SENIOR DENNIS MEPHAM leads
the Falcons in scoring this season with
10 points-eight goals and two assists.
Mepham Is two goals short of typing
Warren Heede's single season mark of
ten goals with two games remaining.
Mepham has also tied Heede's career
point mark at 31. Heede set the BG
mark between 1970-1973.
Freshman John Bapst leads Bowling
Green with four assists.
Freshman goalkeeper Joe Koury's
goals against average now stands at
1.2. Koury also has four and a half
shutouts. The Falcon record is five, set
in 1977 by Bob Alarcon.
Freshman Bart Markell, from Flint,
Mich., has undergone knee surgery and
is red-shirted for the 1979 season.

Northeast
Ohio Students
Temporary Xmas Work
In Your Home Area
Delivery Driver Helpers
MALE-—FEMALE
$5.76 Per Hour
• 8-12 hours per day for the month of December only
• Hard, physical outside work
• 1 -3 weeks work up to Xmas
• Assisting the driver in completion of everyday deliveries
• Be Available to work on an on-call basis
• Driving a vehicle not required
• Apply in person only
3rd Floor Student Union
Alumni Room Room
Friday, Nov. 9
8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Democrats, Republicans
and Independents
Agree On
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COUNCIL AT LARGE
Dr. Edward 1. Morgan J r.
Mrs. Edward E. Morgar Jr.
Norman Eckel
James R. Grogan
Tom Wallace
Mary Eckel
Michael T. Marsden
Robert Vollmar
Madonna P. Marsden
Or. Richard Barker
Gayl Pearson
Norm Geer
Robert Yonker
Dr. Michael Pearson
Pam Yonker
Richard T. Thomas
John Welnert
Shirley Welnert
Bill Dudley
Ruth Ann McGuIre
Bill Klrby
Jessica Unkart
Wallace Depue
Linda Depue
Dr. Charles Schiller
Dan Tomal
Linda Schiller
Jack Hartman
Fran Weiss
Dr. David Fulton
Sheila Fulton
Dr. Olln Smith
Dr. Pat Smith
Mary Ann Bellard
Bruce Bellard
Patricia O'Brien
Maggie Lee
Annie Vossler
Karen Kindt
Jane Lies
Paul Bobel
Bob Sutherland
Mary Dapogny
Elaine Spreitzer
Elmer A. Spreitzer
Al Baldwin
Jamie Heilman
Kevin Martin
Dave Brenskelle
Brian Miller
Stefan Anderson
Dr. Charles Barrel!
Tom Vogtsberger
Diane Vogtsberger
Kevin Malone
Jim Mills
Brian Mundlng
Andy Quiroga
Peter Lucas
Steve Ropson
Pat Collins
Catle Connell
Kathy Crawford
Brian Carvill
Leo Ford
Jerry Quan
Joe Anglo
Tom Reddln
Michael Bohnhoff
Ferris Skaff
Pauline Skaff
Linda Brooks
Cindy Fern
Anita Boggs
Steve Melchl
Jack Mandula
Tim Croak
Tim Mlley
Maria Diels
John Pfeiffer
Nlcki Vinci
Sandy Blgler
Kelly Leach
Ruth Bryant
Eugene Bryant
Bob Meed
Sandra Meed
Pam Bielefeldt
Karen Heshett
Kathy Croak
Steve Knudtsen
Phoebe Overall
Carol Sklenlcha
Mike Balstar

Ron Riley
John Gohrmann
Don Howell III
Rob Secontlne
Kenneth Rothrock
Roger Brake
Greg Windau
Greg Funderburg
Joel Hagemeyer
Doug Fisher
Sally O'Hare
Susan Taylor
Leslie Skaff
Rachael Graham
Dr. James Q. Graham, Jr.
Frances Howe
Edward Lay
Dorothy Thiebaut
Linda Sue Plassman
Mrs. Edward Lay
Mark Rudolph
Gall Smith
Betty Winters
Warren Winterss
Jane Delarber
Lisa Hill
Jeny Hill
Charles A. Brandeberry
Mrs. Laura Ketzenbarger
Francis Dahms
Don Radish
Joyce Wallace
Patrick Crowley
Chuck Bayer
Grayce Brands
Betty Crowley
Michaelle Crowley
Marty Brands
Laura Crowley
Roy Ducat
Linda Peterson
Erin Crowley
Diane Barker
Becky Ducat
Leslie Crowley
Dan Peterson
David Crowley
Tari Geer
Bob Sanner
Carla Sanner
Kent Lincoln
Robert E. Spltler
Kay Lincoln
Pansy Dick
Dorman Luce
Wally Mudd
Bea Luce
Marge Mudd
Mary Jo Sears
George Farr
Steve Peterson
Helen Minnich
Jack Falls
Mack Miller
Marvin Peterson
Clarence Espen
Mary Ford
Lucille Peterson
Ron Luce
Debbie Hazard
David Hazard
Chuck Bailey
Eric Nicely
Jack Brown
Luella Bowen
Bernice Shoemaker
Raye Ann Brott
Rose Clifton
Joe Sargent
Anita Kirby
Dave Brott
Everett Clifton
Hilda Rine
Dick Wllkens
Don Espen
Carol DeWalt
Dale Sieving
Marilyn Espen
Royce Beaverson
Ron DeWalt
Sara Wilklns
Merle Plowright
Jeff Lee
Bill Schulz

Delores Plowright
Susan Schulz
Bob Frakes
Debbie Frakes
Annette Tomal
Jean Beverson
Dr. Roger Rufo
Elaine Rufo
Randy Schmeltz
Kessoe Schmeltz
Don Luidhardt
James Huntington
Dr. Manuel de la Serna
Donna Luidhardt
Holly huntington
V^U"
Jack 1Hartman
Ibl IIIIDM
Jean de la Serna
Kay Hartman
Dee Dee Phipps
Jim Myers
Or. James Phipps
Judy McElwain
Mary Bishop
Darlene Myers
Dan Bishop
George Shane
Dorothy Shane
Mary K. Fawcett
Cpt. John S. Fawcett
Richard L. Newlove
Madeline Bevlngton
Carol Newlove
Robert Book
Med Barr
Donna Barr
Robert Newlove
Mary Book
E.V. Spltler
Betty Newlove
Grace Spitler
Linda Spitler
Dr. Albert Smith
Dr. Wesley Brown
Bob Gentille
Linda Smith
Mrs. Wesley Brown
Peggy Ann Newlove
Dan Eberhart
Barbara Nicely
Paula Bailey
Joanne Eberhart
Claude Newlove
Bonnie McCray
Lucille Newlove
Ron Nickey
Jim McCray
Tim Lenahan
Sue McCray
Jack Burns
Jerry Burns
Kathryn Dahms
Joe Corral
Cliff Ward
Tom Miller
Judy Corral
Al Newlove
Pat Ng
Michael Pepln
Rick Posterra
John Garvey
Jennie Ng
Gayle Perkins
Al Lew
Scott Graff
Kevin Riley
Margaret Newlove
Alvin Perkins
Tom Minnich
Nancy Newlove
Melvin Johnson
Martha Johnson
Kay Rood
Bernice Davis
Maxlne Miller
Phil Davis
Glen Lambert
Helen Miller
Helen Lambert
Jack Klndler
G.Z. Avery
Doris Harris
Dorothy Klndler
Phil Pannozzo

elsewhere
NRC halts new nuclear plant licensing
WASHINGTON
Members of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission told
Congress yesterday that no
new nuclear plants will be
licensed until safety issues
are resolved and that they
may even consider closing
some existing plants.
NRC chairman Joseph
Hendrie said older nuclear
plants, especially those built
close to population centers,
may have to be shut down

because evacuation in case
of a major accident could be
impractical.
"I think it's a possibility,"
he told the House Commerce
energy and power subcommittee in response to a question by Rep. Toby Moffett,
r>Conn.
MOFFETT cited the Indian Point plant north of
New York City and the Zion
plant near Chicago as ones

that should be closed.
Hendrie was noncommittal on which specific plants
might be considered, saying
"We're not at that point
yet."
NRC Commissioner John
F. Ahearne said that, short
of being closed down, some
older plants might be
ordered to operate at vastly
reduced generating levels to
provide an extra margin of
safety.

MEANWHILE, the commissioners said, they will extend at least through next
spring their moratorium on
licensing plants beyond the
70 now in operation.
This will directly affect
four plants on which construction is complete and
which were scheduled to
open by the end of the year.
And, to varying degrees, the
freeze also will affect
another M plants now under

PORT CLINTON, Ohio
(AP) - Major flaws in an
emergency drill conducted
at the Davis-Besse nuclear
power plant last month have
stopped the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission
from giving its approval to
the plant's emergency plan.
"Negative observations
out-weighed the positive
ones and as a result we were
not ready to recommend
NRC concurrence in the
plan" Thomas Essig, of the
NRC's office in Chicago, said
in a memo made public Monday on the Oct. 2 drill.
The shortcomings related
chiefly to the reactions of

state personnel to a mock
emergency devised by
Toledo Edison Co. to test the
preparedness of all persons
who would be involved if an
accident should occur at the
facility.
TOLEDO
EDISON
operates the nuclear facility
which is co-owned by the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
Jim Williams, of the Ohio
Disaster Services Agency in
Columbus, said his office
had received verbal
criticism from the NRC immediately after the drill and,
though still waiting for a

SKI CLUB

written critique, has been
working on improvements.
"We have worked very
closely with Toledo Eidson to
overcome the deficiencies,"
Williams said. "We'll be
having a training session
Nov. 27, 28, and 29 to go over
execution of the evacuation
plan.
"AFTER THAT, we'll
have what we call a tabletop
exercise which the NRC will
evaluate."
Another full scale drill is
not expected to take place,
Williams said. It is costly,
and the NRC should be able

to tell if the state has improved by evaluating revisions state personnel will
point out during a paper exercise, the state official said.
Jan Strasma, of the NRC
Chicago office confirmed
that specific problems with
the drill cited by his agency
were:
-State emergency operations center personnel were
unfamiliar with techniques
used to estimate radiation
doses to the environment
during an accident.
-State personnel were
unable to correlate radiation
doses with the U.S. en-

IS SPONSORING
A WINTER TRIP TO
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STEAMBOAT SPRINGS

SPACES AVAILABLE - DEPOSITS DUE
Information Meeting on Wed., Nov. 7 at 210 MSC Bldg.
7:30p.m.

Committee to Re-Elect Newlove, Bruce H. Bellard. Chowman
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vironmental Protection
Agency guidelines for taking
protective actions.
-Teams performing environmental radiation
surveys and no radios.
-Responseteam members
were unaware of emergency
exposure guidelines applicable to themselves.
-No provisions were made
for recording or compiling
survey data.
-Directions were confused
on which residents and in
how great an area were to be
evacuated.
-Reentryand recovery of
residents in evacuated areas
were inadequate.
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Foreign Car
Repairs

free tilimatti j.
When you need top Imported or American car
care, trust It to us. We'll handle it quickly,
efficiently, and economically!

SPENCER AUTO SERVICE
Phone 353-0171
420 Clough St.
Bowling Green, OH

Presents

Dr. Kathleen Campbell
Creating A Balance
In Today's Family:
Children, Careers, Marriage
Tuesday, Nov. 6 at 7:30 p.m.
in 1 lOB.A.Business Administration

The KEY Is Giving
Away Chances To
Win A Free Bike!
TO ANY SENIOR WHO MAKES
AN APPOINTMENT TO HA VEA
PICTURE TAKEN FOR THE 1980
KEY. THIS IS THE LAST WEEK
TO MAKE APPOINTMENTS SO
CALL TODAY!

372-0086
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THE NRC imposed the
freeze on licensing after the
March 28 accident near Harrisburg, Pa.

Davis Besse refused emergency plan approval

Town and Gown
SUPPORT

construction, the commissioners testified.
Hendrie said it will take
time to digest and implement recommendations
made last week by the
presidential commission
that investigated the Three
Mile Island accident.

All pictures are taken on Campus in
310 Student Services for your
convenience.

I
American
Cancer
Society
SAIES POSITIONS FOR
SELF STARTERS
A represen tative of
Artesian Industries will be
on campus Wednesday.
Nov. 7, interviewing winter
and spring graduates ol
Bowling Green
The growth-oriented
company is a leader In
manufacturing and
distributing plumbing
products In the do-ltyouraelf market. Artesian
has doubled its sales since
1976, primarily in supplying bathroom products
in the rapidly expanding
home Improvement industry
Artesian needs salespeople
to support growth In the
company's 37 territories
across the United States.
Thsse positions report
dlrectyl to an area
manager
If you have set high goals
for a stimulating sales
career and want to grow
with a progressive com*
pany, contact your
Placement Office and
arrange an interview Lerry
Fulmer. Vice-President of
Finance at Artesian will be
conducting Interviews
.Wednesday. November7.

I Artesian

11-6-79 The BG News 13

Ohio's lawyer advertising ban retained
WASHINGTON (AP) The Supreme Court Monday
left intact Ohio's total ban on
billboard advertising by
lawyers.
The justices refused
without comment to hear an
appeal by two Columbus,
Ohio, lawyers who challenged the ban as a violation of
constitutional guarantees of
free speech.
The Supreme Court in 1977
struck down the legal profes-

sion's longstanding ataolute
ban on advertising by attorneys. The court ruled that
it violated lawyers' freedom
of speech.
Last February, the
American Bar Association
reported the public is paying
less for routine legal help in
communities where lawyers
advertise. ABA surveys indicated, however, that only 3
percent of the nation's
470,000 lawyers have adver-

tised since the 1977 ruling.
THERE ARE NO statistics
showing how many lawyers
have used billboards with
the South, Southwest and
Northwest.
The Ohio billboard ban, enforced by the state bar and
state Supreme Court, was
challenged by Columbus
lawyers Joseph Waterman
and Samuel Calig, whose
"high volume" law firm
relies on prolific advertising.

Columbus lawyer Stanley
Laughlin, who filed the
Supreme Court appeal for
Waterman and Calig, said in
an interview the firm's ads
are not "pitched toward the
working class."
OHIO'S CODE of Professional Responsibility allows
lawyers to advertise In the
"print media" and on radio
and television. The code's
definition of print media ex-

cludes billboards.
Waterman and Calig asked the Ohio Supreme Court
to allow billboard advertising. State Attorney General
William Brown opposed the
idea saying that use of such
ads was "beneath the dignity
of the bar."
Last June t, the state
Supreme Court dismissed
the two lawyers' complaint
without a hearing or a written opinion.

Hearings begin in anti-KKK rally killings
GREENSBORO, N.O.
(AP) - While the FBI looked
for possible civil rights violations, court hearings began
yesterday for 14 men charged in the deaths of four persons gunned down Saturday
at an anti-Ku Klux Klan rally.
The first two suspects to
appear before District Court
Judge Robert Cecil were
Rayford Milano Caudle and
Michael Eugene Clinton,

both of Winston-Salem.
Wearing jail-issued Jumpsuits and sandals, the two
asked Cecil for courtappointed attorneys. The
judge said lawyers from the
Guilford County Public
Defenders office would be
named to represent them.
CAUDLE and Clinton were
arrested Sunday on charges
of conspiracy to commit
murder.

Twelve other men who
were arrested Immediately
following the ambush at the
"Death to the Klan" rally
were charged with firstdegree murder and conspiracy to commit murder.
After requesting an attorney, Caudle, visibly
trembling, asked the judge,

"Can I say something, your
honor?"
"YES," said CecU.
"God save America and
this honorable court," Caudle said.
Cecil told them provisions
for bond would be discussed
later.

In the meantime, the
mayor of Greensboro promised an internal inquiry on
how the police handled the
violence that ended with
three white men and a black
woman dead and 10 other
persons wounded. But civil
rights groups have demanded an outside investigation of
police actions.
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I Sugar
I With this coupon & odditionol $10 purchose, excluding in
^L\tobocco products Good thru Nov II, 1979

GreatScot

Good only, Tuesday. November 6
CBOODBBOOBBOOI

SIGN-UP NOW IN THE UAO OFFICE
1st workshop Nov. 10 & 11 Sat. & Sun.
2nd workshop Nov. 17 & 18 Sat. & Sun.

sMargarine
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Learn to fly with the birds!

215
200 CT. BOX

'He's
Talking
Solutions,
Not
Problems"

Tuesday,
the soup is on
the chef.

PATRICK NG

"Eng"

On the chef's salad, that is. Just buy
a small or large chef's salad on
Tuesday from 11 a.m. to midnight and get
a FREE CUP OF HOMEMADE SOUP PLUS
a FREE BOTTOMLESS DRINK! At Pagliai s
East and South!

Democrat

Vote Today
Until 7:30 P.M.
Political Ad

PdoKoPs

EAST
■r
440 E. Court 352-1596

PERMS
FOR
TODAY

SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571

GreatScot

LIMIT TWO %
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WHITE & ASS T. COLC

I Kleenex
I Tissues ^

SAVE 40
ON 2

39*!

H With rhis coupon & odditional $IOpur?hose. excluding beer, wine &■
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HALF GALLON
BLEACH

kink ^

LIMIT ONE^
^ ^

aorox w 39«j
M With this coupon & oddi'ionol $10 purchese, excluding beer, wine &|
Btobocco products Good thru Nov 11,1979

OPEN AT 11 A.M.

OAK FARMS

LOWFAT MILK

ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Operations Management

Nofriji—nofuti.
Just the omounl
of curl you wont,
where you want it.
Stop in lor your
free consultation
won.

ALL MAJORS. For males and females. Moves you into responsibility
immediately. 16 weeks of intensive leadership training at OCS
prepares you for an assignment as a leader and manager.

ALL MAJORS Get your career of the ground with outpiloi or flight
officer training program. Ask about the intelligence and aeronautical
maintenance programs. Sophomores may apply for the Aviation
Reserve Officer Candidate (AVROC) Program.

HOURS

Business Management

FridaySo.m -4p.m

Bus. Admin.. Math. Economics Majors. Males and females. Six
months advanced business management course starts you as a Navy
Management Officer.

T

.the.
ARRANi

Medical Students
Receive the cost of your tuition, books, fees, equipment, and a 1400 a
month stipend from the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship
Program. Awards based on ability, not financial need.

Other Opportunities Include: Cryptology, Reactor Management, Instructor, Engineer.

352-4101

10% OFF Fermi. Haircuts and
Redken product, with your CARTE MAXIM card.
WiuMond recommend <SnNtA/KIlNl>fo**,»

CAU FDR IHTERWW

'NO
[COUPON^
LIMIT

GALLON

Aviation

MonIhuriflo.m8p.rn

123 E. Court

LIMIT TWO ^

With th,s coupon & oddinonal $10 purchase, excluding beer, wire &(
tobor-o products Good thru No* II. 1979
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Pronounced

GreatScot
3?J

214
■ 1LB. QUARTERS
IMPERIAL

$25 upon sign up includes cost of
equipment, training & flying

One Night Only

With this coupon & additional $10 purchase, excluding beer, v
tobacco products. Good thru N0v.11.1979.
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HAND-GLIDING

LIMIT ONE
^

#891

Cream

^L

Saturday, November 10
8:30p.m.

Tickets $5,$6,$7,$9
Phone 419 255-8000

GREAT SCOT
HALF GALLON

i Ice

IcoffErl

Mozart, Symphony No. 39
Bruckner, Symphony No. 7

THE TOLEDO
MUSEUM OF ART

DAILY
7 am-Midnight
SUNDAY 10am - 10pm

GreatScot
212
LIMIT TWO
^
12 LB. BAG EVERFRESH
BROWN AND & POWDERED

ClOCk RESTAURAN
Herbert Blomstedt, conductor

STORES

1616 E. Wooster St. Bowling Green

COUPON GOOD TUESDAY
WITH ANY FOOD PURCHASED

DRESDEN
STATE ORCHESTRA

FOOD

NAVY
M torn omnium anon*

DEBORAH L .SWINDELL
BIB 5224130 cotact

BOWLING GREEN

DEMOCRATS

Richard Newlove, Patrick Ng, Bruce Bellard, Joseph Corral, Patricia McGinnis and Alvin Perkins

Alvin

Richard

Joseph

PERKINS

NEWLOVE

CORRAL

Mayor

Council At Large

1 st Ward Council

Patrick

Bruce

Patricia

NG

BELLARD

McGINNIS

2nd Ward Council

3rd Ward Council

4th Ward Council

The 1979 Bowling Green Democratic Platform
Mayor Perkins, Democratic Office
Holders and Candidates are proud
of their record:
1. Provided good doy to day service with no increase in taxes: police and fire protection; trash and garbage pickup; street maintenance and over all administration of government.
2. Restored integrity to City finances by instituting sound fiscal management.
3. Returned a spirit of cooperation, not confrontation in City government.
4. Conducted City business in an open manner, not in closed door secrecy.
5. Encouraged public participation in the budget planning process at public hearings.
6. Reduced the expenditure of city dollars for outside engineering and legal services.
7. Encouraged professionalism of city employees through promotion from within,
training programs, ond updating of equipment
8. Promoted and encouraged cooperation and consolidation of city services and
deportments.
9. Expanded and improved parking facilities in the downtown area
10. Provided a climate for orderly industrial growth by assisting existing local industries to expand and seeking new light industrial growth to increase local
employment opportunities and the tax base.
11. Instituted long range capital improvement planning for future needs.
12. Continued efforts to obtain federal funds for local needs of citizens such as the
waste woter treatment plant and the senior citizen facility.
13. Enforced zoning lows and regulations on a fair and impartial basis
14. Maintained a sound repaying program for City streets.
15. Provided essential services to an expanding city with a minimal number of City
employees.
16. Encouraged the input of citizen s views on all matters.
17. Increased cooperation with the University and students In common areas of
concern.
18. Encouraged efforts to reduce vandalism.
19. Operated City government on the basis of what is best for all citizens, not on a
partisan basis.

20. Maintained essential governmental service during the "Great Blizzard of 78"
and the 100 Year Roinstorm of 79"
21. Improved facilities in City porks and municipal buildings.
22. Continued city-wide beautificotion program through tree planting and open
areo improvement.
23. Expanded membership on several boards and commissions to further citizen involvement and broaden the base of community representation.
24. Completed the Second Ward proiect.
25. Supported the sale of auto license plates at existing locations.

Mayor Perkins, Democratic Office
Holders and Candidates Believe that:
1. Fiscal responsibility and integrity mutt be maintained.
2. City government must continue to explore all methods to minimize the national
trend of rising utility rotes.
3. Essential government sevices must be provided in a responsible and cost efficient manner.
4 Public office is a position of trust which must be responsive to citizen concerns.
5. City government must serve all citizens in a fair, impartial, but compassionate
manner.
6. "Zoning lows and regulations must be enforced, not evaded
7 Orderly growth in Bowling Green must be maintained, but not at the expense of
current residents.
8 City management should encourage meaningful citizen input in the planning
ond expenditure of city funds.
9 Efforts to assist local industries and to attract desirable Industries must be continued.
10 Open communications with citizens should be encouraged.
11. Efforts must be continued to improve Bowling Green's living environment.
12. Necessory utility expansions should be funded in on equitable and uniform manner.
13. Full ond open debate of all issues is a sign of healthy government. We do not
believe in rubber stomp" decision making.

Always At Work When We Need Them
Building A Better Bowling Green"
uwling Green Demot ioti< Committee- Joyce Kepke Chun prw son
P O Box 707 Bowlmg Green Ohio Pol tital Advertisement
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